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BY JAMKS DAVID 
assistant MM I editor 
Many Hamsonbure, residents 
and merchant* were plagued 
with a dark afternoon Monday M 
a power outage caused complii.i- 
tions from about 4:30 to («:30 p.m. 
A downed power 
line forced bu--i 
nesses to dOBtj 
cut off phone 
lines,   caused 
street light- to 
malfunction 
and left ttudentl 
inoff-canifHi1. apart 
ments without .In 
tricity. TheJMU cam- 
pus was not affected. 
A dead tree tell into 
power Knee bannd stout-spring 
Elementary School on Peach 
Grove Avenue, Harrisonburg 
Electric Commission (III (,)engi- 
neering technician, Todd McCray 
said. 
Businesses along Fast Market 
Street, including parts of the 
Valley Mall, had to doae due to 
the outage. 
"There was definitely a sub- 
stantial loss [of revenue]," Canta 
Lopez, a Ruby Tuesday's 
employee Mid 
Lopez said restaurant employ- 
ees had to turn away about seven 
tables (14 to 20 people) bcwiiiM' 
then? was no power. 
Traffic lights on Port Republic 
Road.   Nell    AvmM     U.-.,.•.,.„ 
and East Market Streets were not 
functioning. 
The outer part of Port Repub- 
lic Road, outer parts of East Mar- 
ket Street and Evelyn Byrd 
Avenue and parts of Country 
Club Road wen' the areas affect- 
ed, McCray said. 
He said the tree fell into the 
lines and had to be sawed away 
because it was pinned against a 
guide wire. 
The HEC depended on citi- 
zens to call in the outage, so they 
could gauge which areas were 
without power, McCray said. 
Phone lines were affected by the 
outage so people had to depend 
on personal cell phones to con- 
tact the HEC. 
"This was one of the larger 
outages," McCray said. "Usually 
we have smaller ones affecting a 
smaller section of town. Since 
the tree hit a main-line circuit, it 
knocked off power to a sub-sta- 
tion [causing a bigger area to be 
,IM. 
Sonu . .•. tin- dulage as a good 
occunvnu 
I had | apen I needed to be 
working on. but it was a good 
excuse i. talu wak," senior 
Elbabethl ooluei ,.,id. 
MTV personality gets 'real' 
'Real World:' New Orleans' Julie discusses racial diversity, religion 
BY CASEY BONDS 
staff writer 
An MTV "The Real World: New 
Orleans" personality said Monday 
night that her exposure lo diverse 
types of people while on the show 
changed her lite and attitudes. 
Students packed the Festival the 
hear Julie Stoffer speak in a Mosaic 
Week event sponsored by the Center 
for Multicultural Student Services and 
the freshman, sophomore and junior 
class councils. 
Stoffer, a 20-year-old from 
Delafield, Wis., was cast for the reality 
show "The Real World" when she was 
a 19-year-old junior at Brigham Young 
University in Provo, Utah. The four- 
month long auditioning process was 
filled with interviews and video tap- 
ing They knew more about me than 
I knew about myself," she said. "I did- 
n't think I was going to make it 
because I am boring." 
Adding to an already diverse mix 
of ethnicities and religions, Stoffer 
openly discussed her devotion to the 
Mormon religion while part of "The 
Real World" cast. As a result of her 
involvement and living situation 
while   on   the  show,   Stoffer   was 
expelled from BYU for living with 
men, which is against the university's 
honor code, Stoffer said. 
She remained in Los Angeles after 
appearing on "The Real World / Road 
Rules Challenge," which is currently 
airing on MTV. Stoffer then moved to 
Huntington Beach, Calif., where she 
has lived for the past four months. 
When speaking about what she has 
done with her life since the show, 
Stoffer said, "1 am pretty much a bum. 
All I do is travel and speak at schools. 
If s great!" 
Stoffer is also working on "Electric 
Playground," a video game show 
filmed in Vancouver, B.C. She said she 
loves to play the drums for her band 
..IKI idolizes the band Blink 182. 
While speaking about her experi- 
ences on "The Real World," Stoffer 
also examined the topic of diversity 
and discussed how she tvacted to and 
learned from living with a diverse 
group of people. Tne New Orleans 
cast of "The Real World" NM full ot 
diversity in the areas of religion, ethm. 
background and sexual orientation. 
Stoffer admitted th.it the transition 
of moving from I small town to ■ large 
see REAL, page 5 
Volunteer effort 
becomes career 
JMU grad discusses Habitat work 
BY THOMAS MAHONEY 
contributing writer 
It is possible to make a 
career in a non-profit organi- 
zation, according to the asso- 
ciate director for U.S. affili- 
ates of Habitat for Humanity. 
Kevin Campbell, a JMU 
graduate, spoke in the 
Health and Human Services 
building Tuesday about the 
work Habitat for Humanity 
does and what people can do 
fbf  llw  OTI;.IIM/.III. >M     1 b    KM 
built a career out of non-prof- 
it service. Habitat for 
Humanity is an organization 
that builds homes for those 
in need and has chapters in 
76 countries. Campbell was 
invited to speak by JMU's 
chapter as part of Habitat 
Awareness Week. He spoke 
in front of a group of approx- 
imately 60 students, many of 
whom had volunteered 
before, on his experiences 
and sought to help generate 
interest in the program. 
"I think it's relationships 
that change lives," Camp- 
bell said of the people he has 
met and worked with since 
joining Habitat for Humani- 
ty. "Working for Habitat is 
... not just what you give 
but what you take away 
with you " 
<_ampbel! said each fnmttv 
that has a home built must 
invest between 300 and 500 
hours of "sweat-equity" to 
earn their house. However, 
each house is sold to the fam- 
ilies at cost and no-interest 
see HABITAT, page 5 
SARAH HER2Jconrribunng photographer 
JMU grad Kevin Campbell apeak* about Ms 
work with Habitat for Humanity. 
Poetess acts on women's rights 
Arts Week performer takes on many roles through monologues 
BY AMANDA HAYES 
contributing writer 
A dramatic performance by poet 
and actress Sarah Jones capped off 
Arts Week, a week of various events 
designed to promote interest in the 
arts on campus, (ones presented her 
one-woman show, "Women Can't 
Wait... for Equality Now" at 8 p.m. 
Monday in PC Ballroom. 
Following an introduction by 
senior Jeanine Minge, editor of the 
campus literary publication Sister 
Speak, Jones walked to the stage 
and immediately launched into her 
first monologue—a woman giving 
a brief pep talk to eight women 
waiting to speak before the United 
Nations General Assembly about 
unfair laws against women Jones 
then took on roles of those women, 
changing her voice and posture, 
and adjusting a scarf to reflect the 
fashions of each country. 
During one particularly emotion- 
al monologue, Jones portrayed Hala 
Ratal, a Jordanian woman shrouded 
in the traditional head covering, 
whose sister was killed by her 
brother in an honor killing. Accord- 
ing      to      Jones'      Web      site, 
www.sarahfonesonline.com, Article 
340 of Jordan's Penal Code states 
that any man who discovers a 
female family member (be it wife, 
sister or daughter) in a dishonorable 
act, may kill that relative and face lit- 
tle or no punishment. Ratal's broth- 
er served only six months in jail. 
Jones ended her performance by 
taking questions from the audi- 
ence and describing the mission of 
Equality Now, an organization 
dedicated to improving the civil, 
political,   economic   and   social 
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BY LINDSAY MARTI 
news editor 
Supporters of a hate crime bill of 
opinion presented at the April 10 Stu- 
dent Government Association meeting 
await its approval from the SGA Execu- 
tive Council. 
"If they pass the bill, SGA will give it to 
the Office of Judicial Affairs," At-Large 
Svruitoe •*nior Marie I yoni <.-*i.i 
Lyons and Senate Representative, 
senior Matt Conrad, presented the bill at 
the meeting. 
Opposition from SGA members to spe- 
cific wording of the bill arose regarding 
the definition of a "hate crime," according 
to the April 12 issue of The Breeze. 
_66  
The JMU judicial system 
has no mention of hate 
crimes in its procedures. 
— Raul Burgos 
sophomore 
-95 — 
Lyons said the hate crime bill makes 
"a recommendation to the Office of 
Judicial Affairs regarding the definition, 
the process and the records regarding 
hate crimes. 
"Ultimately, the goal is education for 
the JMU community. The bill is not about 
the SGA creating the definition of a hate 
crime. That task will be left to the Office of 
Judicial Affairs and the students that they 
collaborate with," she said. 
Lyons said Stop the Hate, a JMU hate 
crime awareness group, supported the bill. 
Sophomore Raul Burgos, co-coordina- 
tor of Stop the Hate, said the group asked 
for SGA assistance in dr.ifting the bill 
He said Stop the Hate left it up to SGA 
volunteers to draft the bill bacauaa of their 
familiarity with SGA procedure. 
"The JMU judicial system has no men- 
tion of hate crimes in its procedun's," Bur- 
gos said. "The purpose of the bill H M to 
introduce hate crimes as a deciding factor 
in future cases." 
The Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus 
Security Policy and Campus Crime Statis- 
tics Act of 1998 defines a hate crime M H I 
dence that the victim was intention.ilU 
selected due to the victim's actual or per- 
ceived race, gender, religion, sexual orien- 
tation, ethnicity or disability. The Jeanne 
Clery Act is a national act thai requires col- 
lege campuses to have fl pubUc «rime log, 
including committed lute crimes. 
Lyons said. "We did not rvterenoe tin' 
Jeanne Clery Act ... We wen- seeking to 
keep this bul on •> CaUnpUl level, and did 
not try to wfcwnCE ->nv initiatives .it the 
state or national level " 
Mike Way, director ol judicial .ilt.urv 
said he recently put together I *judidal 
policy and proa-ss re\ iew group to 
review and recommend changes to .ill 
university policies and procedures " 
Way said if the hate crime bill passes,, it 
will be presented to this group tor further 
consideration. 
The gmup consists ot about U faculty, 
st.ill ,nul student members and will have 
its third meeting Friday, he said. 
Thursday, April 19, 2001 
DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR 
THURSDAY, APRIL 19 
•   H.iplist Student Union targe group praise and worship, 530 
to 7 p.m , H.iptist Studt'nl Center on comer ol Cantrell Avenue 
iind South Main Street 
Campus Crusade for Christ large group meeting, 8 p.m., 
ilealth and Human Services Building lecture hall, e-mail 
I >.tn .it 'lunnJ) 
SUNDAY, APRIL 22 
•  Fellowship ol Christian Athletes te.ihiring speaker 
l.ish I nil/ of tin- WIMtUng team. Codwin 337. 7:30 p.m., 
e-mail I leather at hU\l*«hotmail com 
•  Canterbury Episcopal Ministry. Eucharist service lol 
lowed by home-cooked dinner, 5 p.m., Canterbury I louse 
located on South Main Street across (rom the Quad on the 
left, e-mail Meredith at maaiskml 
TOSUBMITADUKE 
DAY EVENT: 
E-mail James at The Brteze at Javidil with the Information 
(event, date, location, contact into, etc.)  Please submit bv 
Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for a Thursday issue 
POLICE LOG 
rh CASBY- BONDS 
polh i reporter 
Two female JMU students reported that a male 
exposed himselt to Ihem in a women's locker 
room in Godwin Hall on April 10 at 7:10 p.m. 
The subjecl was reportedly desenbed as 
being a college-aged white male, about 5 leet 
7 inches with a medium build, blond hair and 
light-colored eyes. 
The subject was reportedly weanng a white 
shirt with green dots, a red baseball cap and 
khaki panls. 
The subjecl was gone upon the arrival 
of authorities. 
In olher malters. campus police report the 
following: 
Peeping Tom 
• A JMU student reported that a subtect had 
been outside a While Hall suile window on 
Apnl 14 between 9 35 p.m. and 9:40 p.m. 
The subject was reportedly desenbed as a 
while male with a stocky build, belween 5 lee! 
10 inches and 5 feet 11 inches, weanng a red 
baseball cap. a gray short-sleeved shin and a 
black backpack 
The situation is under investigation. 
Indecent Exposure 
• Erie S. Bardey. 18. of Great Falls, was 
arres'ed and charged with indecent expo- 
sure on April 13 al 2:15 a.m. when two 
male subjects were allegedly seen streak- 
ing across the Quad. 
Bardey was reportedly apprehended while 
the other subjecl reportedly lied 
Assault 
• Two JMU students were reportedly 
involved in a domestic dispule which led to 
a physical altercation in Taylor Down 
Under on April 15 at 7:30 p.m. 
No charges were reported. 
Possession of Marijuana 
• A JMU student was judicially referred for 
possession of marijuana on Apnl 10 at 10:24 
p.m. in R3-lot. 
The student was reportedly observed in 
a parked car lighting up an object. When 
approached, he reportedly turned over 
plant material and drug paraphernalia. 
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How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze 
office weekdays between 8am and 5p.m. 
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10 words, $2 for each 
additional 10 words; boxed classified. $10 per col- 
umn inch 
Deadlines noon Frtday for Monday issue, noon 
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Friday, April 20th from 2m5pm 
at the South View and Stone Gate Pavilions 
There will be volleyball at South View 
The Harrisonburg Police Department will be at South View to discuss 
student/police relations and to raise awareness and responsibility. 
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign 
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE 
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year! 
1068 N Lois Lane 
432-0600 
www.lbjlimited.com 
The Commons 1 
- n it, 
•1 .W.'.inr..    Stone Gate 
" ■:» *A South View   ■ "* BIP 
Office Hours 
1     Mon-Fn 9 am-s:30 pm 
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i- We are the world 
Dorms all over campus were 
transformed into ditferent 
countries for a day. 
see below 
"We don't want our athletes to 
have to concentrate all of their 




Students go around world in a day 
BY TARRA HOLMAN 
, otttritwttng writer 
|MU students got the opportuni- 
ty 10 go globe-trotting without ever 
leaving campus on April 11 as the 
Around the World event took place on 
campus for the second year. With 19 
buildings decorated as various coun- 
tries, ranging from Djibouti in 
Frederikson Hall to Antarctica in 
I ogan I lall, students had the opportu- 
nity to discover different cultures. 
Students could start off at any of the 
19 locations and receive a passport for 
collecting stickers at every location 
they visited 
"This event is to promote and cele- 
br.ite culture outside of the U.S. and 
also help strengthen the fact that JMU 
is a global community/' said Christina 
Sinchez. assistant director of the 
Cental for Multicultural and 
International Student Services. 
Djibouti, represented in 
I n-derikson Mall, was one of the most 
informative "countries." Setting up 
huts similar to the type the majority of 
people in Djibouti live in was just one 
of the attractions featured in the resi- 
dence hall. 
"Djibouti is located in Africa and 
most of its populations lives in 
poverty," Frederickson Hall 
Resident Advisor junior TyRhonda 
Nowlin said. "They eat a lot of corn 
and can speak up to four different 
languages. They have a lot of land 
mines, so its is not recommended to 
travel off the roads 
Frederickson Hall staff chose the 
country because its name sounded 
*ECKY GABRIEUi/<i/T phMo^mphcr 
Potomac Hall RAs junior Tansy Ephrlam, left, and sophomore Renlta Johnson, right, enact Japanese martial arts 
under the supervision of junior Reuben Crews, center. 
Erika     ured that we could make games with rare. Hall Director junior 
1 lerrnanson said. She said she was glad 
she took the opportunity to participate 
because not only did it make students 
aware of the diversity at |MU, but it 
also allowed the different resident hall 
•-(.ill-- to intermingle 
A different atmosphere was created 
In 11 tiff man Hall where students repre- 
sented I gvpt 
"My staff chose this because we fig- 
the pyramids and mummies that are 
part of the Egyptian culture to make it 
fun while students learn about it," 
Huffman Hall Director senior juanita 
Harris said. 
Bowling pins shaped like pyramids, 
resident advisers dressed as mummies 
and pin-the-hump-on-the-camel were 
some of the attractions featured. 
"We even offered prizes to those 
who won the games as some incentive 
to get more people to come and play," 
Harris sai(J 
Greek dancing was performed by 
the resident staff in Chappelear Hall 
where they recreated the country of. 
Greece. 
"We chose Greece because one of 
the RA's suitemates does Greek danc- 
ing and we thought that would be a 
good way to include residents in the 
event," Chappelear Hall Director sen- 
ior Sam (. ampbell said 
By serving spaghetti to residents 
and passers-by, Dingledine Hall repre- 
sented their Italian aspect of Around 
the World. 
"One of the RAs here is taking an 
Italian class this semester, and we 
thought it may be good for her to show 
what she has learned," Dingledine Hall 
Director I .aura Owens said. 
"I really enjoyed it. 1 think it was a 
good idea," freshman Genny 
G lend inning said. 
Ashby Hall marked the end of the 
tour, where participating students 
and faculty met up Acting as the 
United Nations, it reflected its sta- 
tus as the only international dorm 
on campus. 
The hall is home to residents from 
Colombia, Uzbekistan, Bangledesh, 
Panama, Russia and more. 
Freshman Claudia Sanchez, presi- 
dent of Ashby Hall, said she feels this 
is a great opportunity for others on 
campus who haven't traveled around 
the world to see various cultures, tradi- 
tions and religions. 
"We have really expanded this 
event: List year we only had five par- 
tiupating buildings and this year we 
had 19," graduate student Shane 
Juntunen said. He is doing a practicum 
with the CMISS office and assisted 
with carrying out the project. 
"Even though I came to fill a class 
requirement, 1 really enjoyed what 1 
saw, it was actually very interesting 
and I would definitely come again next 
year," freshman Katie Coleman said. 
Sports Club Council's 
vetoed budget to stand 
SARAH HTM/Ji i>ntnhuhni( phmogniptirr 
JMU President Unwood Rose, right, presents an award to Carter Lyons. 
Judicial Council 
members awarded 
Jv ANNA CULBRETII 
eontributing writer 
JMU President l.inwood Rose hon- 
ored the sen ice and efforts of faculty 
administrator- and students serving on 
the ludicial Council ,it an award ceremo- 
ny   n April II 
i |uJici.il Hearing Officer Josh Bacon 
iojviv.1 (or Roae by acknowledging the 
pile and commitment the members ol the 
touncil have demonstrated 
"I know the importance ol what this 
Council does," Bacon said. "It has been an 
honor  to work   with 
jhem. and ' has made   —££  
SM a better officer 
cil. Nine graduating seniors, some of 
whom have served on the council lor 
three years, were also awarded gilts A 
group of 13 members were awarded cer- 
tificates for above-and-beyond service on 
the council This includes attending hear- 
ings MU\ training sessions. The remaining 
22 members were also given certificates 
for their service In iddlbon, the new 
members of the council who have just 
Reentry been selected were welcomed 
and acknowledged 
The judicial council is a group of indi- 
viduals Selected to hear 
 cases concerning 
alleged violations ol 
". Rose impressed his It ri'ljUin'S Cl lot 0J WOTK university policy as list 
gratitude toward   the       . i   infnrmaA rniA     td m me Student hand- 
*„„„,i    OnbaVlfoj      10 IIU1W IllJOimeil IIIUI     rxafciiismadeupofM 
fair decisions. 
BY EMILY SHORT 
SGA reporter 
I lie Sports Club Council (SCC) 
was denied in its appeal to the 
Student Government Association 
to overrule the Executive Council's 
decision to veto the club's budget. 
Chandler Hall Senator sopho- 
more Jaime Specht motioned to 
overrule the veto that overturned 
the proposed budget The division 
to veto was approved by the 
Senate at the Front End Budget 
meeting on April 3. 
The motion to veto failed in a 
12 to 34 vote with 14 abstentions. 
There was a motion to reconsid- 
er the vote because ol the 14 
abstentions; however, the vote to 
reconsider failed 12 to 39 with 
three abstentions. The SGA 
Finance Committee's amend- 
ments stand, with SGA allocat- 
ing $32,046.95 to SCC. 
According to an SCC handout, 
the original SGA allocation for 
2000-2001 to SCC was S37,004.95 
However, the SGA Finance 
Committee amendment eJloCJtted 
just $32,046.95 for SCC. 
Although it seems, by the 
wording of the amendment, that 
SCC is asking SGA for a $5,000 
Increase in their allocation, they 
are only asking for $468 more than 
last year, Specht said 
According to SGA Executive 
Treasurer junior Adam Jones, the 
Executive Council vetoed this 
budget because the club has the 
same number of members as last 
vear, with the addition of three 
new teams. 
"SCC originally said they 
could raise $92,000 last year |to 
support their budget). This year 
they said $82,000; why less rev- 
enue with the same number of 
members?'' Jones said. 
Softball is becoming a varsity 
sport, and SCC will lose a $12,000 
donation from the sport depart- 
ment as a result of this change, 
(ones said this decrease in SCC's 
revenue was reflected in the 
finance commit- 
amend- 
Icmffjf cadi year, Quinn said. 
"We don't want our athletes to 
have to concentrate all of their 
efforts on fund raising just 
because they've been successful at 
it in the past." she said. "We want 
them to be able to continue put- 
ting time into their sports and 
community events." 
Asking for money in response 
to the addition of three new teams 
that were unable to receive allocat- 
ed funding from SCC this past 







ment. and SCC 
still has a month 
left     to     raise 
money to meet 
its budget 
requirements 
"The SCC is to JMU sports 
what the SGA is to the JMU stu- 
dent body," said SCC Vice 
President junior Matt Heck. "We 
are very different from other FEB 
OfttvUcationi in that we allocate 
funds to clubs under us for orga- 
nizational memberships, travel 
expenditures, national competi- 
tions, etc.," Heck said. He said 
SCC cannot predict its needs 
from year to year because it can- 
not predict how many teams will 
go to nationals 
"As of today's meeting, we 
have raised S%5**V' senior Casey 
Quinn, treasurer of SCC, said. This 
shows athletes can raise the 
money, but SGA allocation gets 
Update 
ing procedures. Arts and Letters 
Senator senior Amanda Klein said, 
"We do not fund for new pro- 
gramming and w-e did not fund for 
any on FEB night, so we cannot 
contradict ourselves by funding 
for SCC's new programming." 
Senate Representative 
Stephanie Warner spoke on 
behalf of SCC to clarify that the 
three "new" sports are actually 
in their second year. According 
to Quinn, however, they did not 
actually receive financial recog- 
nition until this year. 
"We're really not cutting SCC's 
funding at all," said Arts and 
Letters Senator and head of the 
nee SGA, {'tigc 4 
system 
-  with 
0ie entin1 community, I 
would Ma I thaiwyou 




"   Rose addressed the 
difficulty of orvuting the council em 
Sentry   It require* a lot of work to make 
Informed and fan     i*nj." he said. 
•   lnaddition.lv- uilAd about the dil 
Acuity ol maintain.,{. continuity withm 
the .ouncil as new stu.ie*s continue to 
arrive at |MI     » » l'l«sed v, 
rjeople who arc m 
{hat continuity p> 
ol the Individuals 
aerved in the |udlelal -■ 
years, he said 
In dosing 
an.i faculty h 
possibly redireci 
kit goes off to allot you 
— Linwood Ruse 
IMI pri-sidenl 
«, Rose slid, I 'tjudents 
have* oluiilar.lv puti*irno to 
lireel umeoneeW-lfc Mv 
veterans »«'l 1llfJ '''"' 
for between 20 and X)yeM»' i ■ 
" 
members; 25 faculty and 
2r> students. The council 
deals with cases ranging 
Iroin minor alcclhol vio- 
lations to major sexual 
assault cases 1 adi heai 
ing board  consists of 
three students, three faculty members 
and one chairperson, each ol Whom must 
undergo intense training session! DO 
become a member. 
"A member usually serves tor two to 
live   hearings   a   semester,"   Bacon said 
"I ach hearing can be from a half an hour 
loan all-night session.'' 
The hearing boards make decisions 
on whether or not a policv was violated 
and   the   sanctions   that   should   be 
Imposed       The     University     ludicial 
Council determines sanctions ranging 
from disciplinary probation up toexpul 
sion from the university 
I his i- s verj stressful task, and 
this ceremon) was i„ honor the mem- 
bers service and commitment," 
Bacon said 
KAREN Ki II i IAN ■aTptoMffasasr 
Sophomores Grace McNicholas, left, and Keturah Corell, right, review notes on the meeting's events. 






More than 80 tech- 
nology-related proj- 
ects will be on display 
Friday at the filth 
annual ISAT Senior 
Project Symposium. 
The symposium will 
take place from 9 a.m. 
to 5 p m. throughout the 
ISAT/CS Building. 
In Brief 
The projects, created 
by ISAT seniors, pro- 
pose solutions to real- 
life problems in busi- 
ness, industry and the 
private sector Projects 
being presented include 
Web sites, interactive 
CD-ROMs, databases 




one  purpose  of the 
symposium is "to give 
the seniors a venue in 
which they can display 
their talents and show 
what they've learned" 
The symposium is 
open to the public and 
representatives of busi- 
ness and industry in 




address to air 
on C-SPAN 
Supreme Court Justice 
Clarence Thomas' 
March 15 address to 
JMU is scheduled to air 
on the C-SPAN program 
"America and the Courts" 
Saturday at 7 p.m. 
Thomas' speech was 
delivered in Wilson Hall 
in honor of James 
Madison Day. and the 
one-hour program is 
expected to include 
excerpts from his 
speech, as well as intro- 
ductory remarks by JMU 
President Linwood Rose. 
The  program  may 
also include excerpts 







JMU held its annual 
Adult Degree Program 
Spring Banquet on Apnl 
12. The Individualized 
Study Program is tar- 
geted to accommodate 
the educational needs 
and lifestyles of adults 
Among those rec- 
ognized for their 
achievements were 
JMU graduate Daniel 
Finseth ('00). who 
won the Elizabeth A 
Finlayson Award as 
the outstanding grad- 
uate in the 2000- 
2001 Individualized 
Study Program. 
Diane Hinch. Bachelor 
of Individualized Study 
student, was selected 
as the 2000-2001 
Dean's Scholar award 
winner. Hinch was also 
presented with the 
Elizabeth M. Finlayson 
Scholarship Hinch will 
pursue a masters 
degree in education, 
focusing on special 
education after com- 
pleting her undergradu- 
ate degree. 
BIS student, Bonnie 
Burl, received the 
Outstanding Senior 
Project Presentation 
award lor her capstone 
prefect "Event Planning 
in Education." 
Betty Hoskins. a 
JMU Writing Specialist, 
was given the 2001 
University Service 
award for her serv- 
ice in the adult 
degree program. 
In additi.on, seven 
adult students were 
inducted into Pinnacle, 
a national honorary 




s *MIMNK [MONT* 
CAMP & CONFERENCE CENTER 
Shrine Mont Camp and Conference Center, 
located in Orkney Springs, Virginia is seeking seasonal staff. 
Applications are being accepted for the following positions: 
HOUSKKEEPERS — Clean cottage) .mil hotel style rooms on a crew with other 
employees. H:(Kiam - 4:30 pm and weekend] u needed 
Pay Rate: $6.75 per hour + tips. 
FOOD SERVICE — Work a variety of assignments including dishwashing, food 
preparation, taking and clean-up of kitchen equipment  Schedule will requite 
early mornings, late evenings, weekends jnd holidays 
Pay Range: $87.00 -$100.00 per day + tips. 
Shrine Mont is a non-profit organization owned by the 
Episcopal Diocese of Virginia. We offer competitive wages. May - August. 
FOR AN EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION CALL: 
(540) 856-2141 KOE 
fp>TenT DAV 
SATURDAY SALE 
flMn7PM APRIL 21" 





40% off *-*-/  *V^|M        up to tU /Q QI 







m*a* Selected Clothing ii Footwear up to 50% off 
1544 East Market Streeti 
540.434.7234   wiklv(" gt«-.,„t 
SGA debate continues 
on hate crime bill matters 
-«- 
5G i Itan pm i 
SGA Finance Committee senior Joe Hill. "In a 
w.iy, we're reflecting the fact that these grout* 
are excellent fund raters, and 
we know from their past fund 
railing thai they can gel what 
they need 
We have to keep in mind 
that there are 300 other organ 
i/.ifions on campus lo think 
BDOUl when it come* to con- 
tingency funding." 
that  information Included   in these hills is 
properly researched. 
91 !A passed an amendment to it*, constitution 
regarding these hills Die constitutional amend 
ment, presented by Art-- and 
Letters Senator, sophomore 
Coraue Maxwell st.it.-- all 
hills of opinion must be 
accompanied by signatures 
Including 10 percent o, full- 
time    undergraduate    stu- 
Bills of opinion discussed 
In other matters, further dls 
I nation «>t the hale crime hill of 
opinion lh.it was debated on 
April 10 was postponed. Vice 
President of Student Affairs, 
junior Pete Swerd/ewski. said 
SGA needs lo do more research 
before passing this resolution 
... these groups are 
excellent fund-raisers, 
and we know from their **** befbw°ine> are p* 
rt-.       i ssntsd to Senate and must bs 
past fund raising that 
they can get what they 
need. 
posted with those signatures 
for one week before consld 
eration hv Student Senate 
Mill Bald one may argue 
thai the way the) determine 
10 percent is unconstitutJon* 
SGA 1-injiKcCommiiietOdir •**because *• method of cal 
culation of 10 percent of full- 
time undergraduates 
enrolled is decided early in 
the   year   and  does   not- 
-Joel 
He -.ml ,iii SGA bill of opinion I* the itrongest    account far fluctuations in enrollment that occur 
lull th.it SGA can paw; therefore it is important    later in the year 
^ACPVC 
located in Four Points Sheraton 
Comedy Zone 
DJ and dancing 
The laughs start at 9p.m. 














Hip Hop Night 
w/ DJ Smooth 
10:00p.m.-1:30a.m. 
$4 cover 
*Must be 21 or older* 
1400 Kast Market St • llamsonburg, VA 22801 
540-433-2521 lixt. 7735 • 800-708-7037 
APRIL 23-27 
ATTENTION SENIORS: 
Today is the last day to pick up your 
/ 
SENIOR WEEK 
PACKET OF MATERIALS 
Thursday April 19, from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
at Mr. Chips, CISAT (bus stop area), Commons 







senior dm challenge 
student Ambasudon 
SGA 
Sr Class Council 
Jr. Class Council 
NEWS 
Real World' cast member di 
from REAL /«?i' I 
city  along with  living  "''■>  -Ulh  a 
dh at K""'l' »•'-'" ll,~l lr.'>inul,"nK 
"lam an example el SOIIV 
went rrom ..no place i" anoftei •"•'! 
Iearn«l a lot along lhs way, -I"' ~-"-l 
"I realized lh.it I had lived .1 W of my 
Hi making exam I Warned the com- 
munity, my hmily and religion lor not 
knowing things ' 
The experience on '"<■ *how also 
made Softer question some .i-pi'cts of 
her Mormon religion It* li .1- its views 
on homosexuality She •-'"'. "I may no* 
understand it, bul I have ihanged my 
iiioughts about ii 'i"'1 njv>' become 
more accepting ol Ihe Idea 
Stutter alM>s,iidslH'shed mam of the 
stereotype* lh.il she had held before her 
involvement with "The Real World." 
"I had tin itmoMa »f ■' lyptaJ 
black male in my head and when I met 
David (a cast member on the show), I 
realized lhal th.it WM not ahvayi true " 
The audience was encouraged to 
ask questions throughout the course 
of the  presentation. One audience 
member asked it Stoffa would 
encourage others to go on the show. 
Stoffer laughed and laid, n you 
have absolutely nothing going for 
1,111 in your life such as a 
girl/boyfriend, school or ,1 )ob, and 
you want a crazy adventure 1.- trau- 
matize yourself, then yea She then 
explained that there .ire thing- one 
loses in Hie proems 
Another member of Ihe audience 
asked exactly how "real" "The Real 
World" was. Stofler explained that it 
was real people pul in an unreal situ- 
ation "Thrni was prcMura from the 
producers to say or do certain things 
and editing was used to create more 
drama than was actually present," 
she said. 
She explained that some things were 
added to the show, such as the scene of 
Stoffer and a fellow cast member kiss- 
ing on the stairs, which actually did not 
happen Ihe two kissed bul not at that 
moment. Stoffer said. The producers 
dubbed kissing sounds from another 
taping onlo the video showing Staffer's 
I at I .is the Other cast member sit in 
front ol her 
Other   parts   of   cast   members' 
_6 6  
/ am an example of someone 
who went from one place to 
another and learned a lot of 
things along the way. 
— Julie SlofTer 
The Real World' CM member 
-9? — 
everyday lives were excluded from 
the tapings. such as two castmates' 
marijuana usage. 
"I regret fighting with my dad on the 
show and kissing Matt in the parking 
garage in the last episode," Stoffer said 
when asked  if she has any regrets 
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show's reality 
about doing the show. She said she did 
not regret being on the cast though. 
Sophomore Silvana Ritacco said she 
attended the event expecting to hear 
more about cultural diversity 
"I enjoyed hearing about her expen- 
n thr show, and she had gn\it 
energy and enthusiasm while speaking 
to the audience." she said. 
Sophomore      Colleen       Morrison 
agreed and sakL Julie was exactly 
what I expected her to be like from 
watching her on the show and I admire 
her outgoing personality." 
Stoffer explained her time on "The 
Real World as a learning and life- 
changing experience where she riot 
only learned about other people, but 
..Knit herself as well 
Students can learn more about 
Stoffer   at her Web site,   www.plan- 
etjuhe.com. 
Other Mosaic Week events, spon- 
sored by the Student Government 
Association Multicultural Committee, 
include a cultural cabaret today at 7 
p.m. in the PC Ballroom which will be 
a cultural celebration of music, fashion, 
dance and food. 
Friday is One for All, All for One 
Day at Godwin Field from noon to 4 
p.m., which will include entertain- 
ment, food, music and rides. A soft- 
ball tournament will take place at 3 
p.m. and proceeds from the event 
will benefit the Big Brothers Big Sis- 
ters program. 
"Finding Forrester" will be shown at 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre at 6 and 9:30 
p.m. Friday and Saturday. Tickets are 
S2 at the door. 
On Saturday, a Spades Tournament 
will take place at noon in Taylor 405. 
A book drive is going on all week 
on the commons from 10 a.m. to 2 
p.m. The drive is accepting book 
donations for children in Mozam- 
bique learning to read English The 
Quest for Uniting in Love Together. 
Q.U.IL.T, project is inviting all clubs 
and organizations to make a patch 
which will be sewn into a quilt repre- 
senting the diversity at JMU. 
Habitat speaker 
nails down future 
Li/re ro cjhqvt/? 
Hm HABITAT, page \ 
on the mortgage payments as I labftal 
for Humanity operates as the bank  in 
these transactions. 
In order to qualify for a home, a fam- 
ily must meet the three broad criterion 
for aid. First, the families must haw (In- 
ability to pay for the home. Second, 
there must be a legitimate need for hous- 
ing. Third, each family must be willing 
•<• work for their home. However, the 
families do not build these homes alone. 
"Ninety-five percent of construction 
work is done by volunteers," Campbell 
said. "There's a place for everybody in 
Habitat for Humanity." 
While many people involved with the 
organization are volunteers, Campbell 
>.iid th.it it IspoasiUe to build a career 
out of non-profit work like he did. 
McKeever said Campbell was an 
excellent speaker. "I Is gave insight on 
fob opportunities . . outside of the cor- 
porate world," she said. 
Since its founding eight years ago, the 
JMU Habitat for Humanity and its 830 
members have co-sponsored a house 
every two years with the help of their 
local'affiliate, the Central Valley I lahit.it 
for Humanity, according to senior Jen- 
mter McKeever, the chapter's vice-presi- 
dent Plans are being made to build a 
house next year with a chapter from 
Bridge water College. 
Other activities planned to coincide 
with Habitat Awareness Week included 
a camp-out on the commons Wednes- 
day to raise awareness of the conditions 
of homeless people. Also. Habitat will 
be sponsoring its Second Annual 5K 
Kun on Saturday. Additionally. Habitat 
plans on helping with Lombardi Gras 
on Saturday to raise funds for its next 
house project. One-third of the pro- 
ceeds from the event will go to Habitat. 
McKeever said. 
JMU Habitat for Humanity meets 
every other Wednesday at 5 p.m. in 
Taylor 306. 
Li/Ve comica? 
, Cone woh/t for m! 
The Breeze nee^a 
cqfroo/y.ara qncj 
ilMarhq-rora for rhe 
aOOl-aOOa achoo) yeqh 





B House Oak ■ Sofas 
MORE THAN JUST OAK! 
2475 S. Main St-, Hiirriionliurs; iHchind Mam llutl 
Check Out ()>" Web Site at housmfnnk.com 
Mon Kri. 9-8 
Sat. 9 6 
(5401432-1383 
to the 2001 Leadership Award Winners 
Student Community Service Award 
Stephanie Houtz 
Outstanding Entertainment Program 
Indigo Girts Concert 
University Program Board 
Outstanding Fundraising/Service Project 
Shenandoah Valley AIDS Walk 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Outstanding Educational Program 
Rape is Not Sex 
CARE 
Outstanding New Program 
All Together One Community Gathering 






Homecoming 2000 Student Spirit Committee 
Carrier Award 
Matthew Hahne & Sarah Bittenbender 
Outstanding Organization Awards 
Students for Minority Outreach 
University Program Board 
Hall Faculty Award 
Dominique Boyle 
President's Awards 
Residence Hall Association - Freshman Luau 
CARE - Rape is Not Sex 
(■uorv* cn, 
J.^UxJ^j, CUUx~r«,~ 2001 
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Go Abroad! 
Limited spaces are still available for 
the Semester in Florence program 
for Fall 2001 and the Semester in 
Paris program for Spring 2002. 
For more information, or to apply, contact the 
Office of International Programs, 568-6419, 
international@jmu.edu 





Jesus of Nazareth died by crucifudon. but three days latei 
he lose to life, just as he said he would—1 lay It (his life) down 
on my own Initiative. I have authority to lay it down, and I 
have authority to take It up again" (John 10:18). Who would 
make such an audacious claim? 
The answer comes from other statements Jesus made. He 
said. "Befoie Abraham was born. I am" (John 8:58). This was 
like equating himself with the God of the Old Testament, who 
called himself "I Am' (Exodus 9:14). When Jesus said this, some 
people picked up stones to stone him. The same thing happened 
when he said. "I and the Father are one" (John 10:30). They 
knew exactly what he was saying. 
Or what about statements made to his disciples? "He who 
has seen me has seen the Father (John 14:9). "He who beholds 
me beholds the One who sent me" (John 1?:«5). "Believe in 
God. believe also in me' (John 14:1). "He who hates me hates 
my Father also" (John 15:23). "If anyone loves me. he will keep 
my word; and my Father will love him. and we will come to hira. 
and make our abode with him" (John U:23). 
You can think of Jesus as a good and moral teacher. But 
know that he claimed to be a whole lot more. He subtly yet 
undeniably presented the case that he was that eternal being 
who is the Creator of us all. And that he was visiting us as one 
of us for a very special purpose. 
What was that purpose? Why did God take on the form of 
man and allow himself to be crudfied? You can discover the 
answer by reading the section of the Bible called "John." And 
see the feature article BEYOND BUND FAITH on the Web at 
EveryStudent.com. 
ttfttf$mActt«t** 








Local • One Way • Do-It-Yourself Moves 
James Madison 
WE'LL TAKE YOU WHERE YOU WANT TO GO. 
• Low Rates 
• Full Line of Moving Accessories 
•Free Unlimited Mileage on 
One-Way Truck Rentals 
•Full Range of Clean, Fuel-Efficient Trucks 
•24-hour Emergency Road Service 
•Automatic Transmission 





I Receive a 10% discount WITH THIS COUPON 
I on your next Local or One-Way Truck Rental 
I Call (864) 375-0027 
10% 
DISCOUNT 
SB   io% 
True* Rim*/ DISCOUNT 
I Affordable, new, clean trucks at convenient rental locations 
'This coupon rs not vaM win any other oiler  One per truck rental and subject to avail&Mty  Al 
I local and One-Way rentals subject lo Pensfce Standard Rental QuaMlcabons  A "One-Way rentar 
■ means you Penskp Duck is rented o one My and 'etutned lo another 
THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FOR THE MONEY! 







• Convenient to Campus 
• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units 
• Easy Access to JMU (bus service) 
• Reasonable Rates 
• Furnished or Unfurnished Units 
• Ample Parking 
NIVERSITV 
The Place lo Be! 
• Free Water 
• Microwave 
• Washer & Dryer 
• Dishwasher 
• Individual Leases Public transit at 
entrance to help you 
get to campus. 
NEWS 
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Police Log, page 2 
Underaged Posession of Alcohol 
• KaWeen A. Lowe. 18, olBuike. Michael V 
Cotroneo, 18. of Annandale and Elizabeth G 
Roach. 19, ol Sum/, were arrested and 
charged with underaged possession of alco- 
hol on April 11 at2:41 am. in DingledineHall 
The students were charged when authori- 
ties reportedly responded to a noise complaint 
n the hall. 
• Katharine A. McGivern, 19. ol Vienna, 
was arrested and charged with underaged 
possession ol alcohol on April 13 at 12:45 
a.m. in G-lot. 
• James D. Comstock. 19, ol Clilton, was 
arrested and charged with underaged pos- 
session ol alcohol on April 1 at 2:20 a.m. in 
Hoffman Hall. 
The student reportedly had a large amount 
ol beer in his room and was not cooperative 
with the hall staff. 
Vehicle Accident 
• A pedestnan was reportedly struck by a 
vehicle on Duke Drive that was altempting 
to turn onto Bluestone Drive on April 11 at 
7:30 a.m. 
No injuries were reported 
Grand Larceny 
• A 24-speed bike was reporterjy stolen Irom 
the bike rack in Iron! ol Carrier Library between 
9:30 p.m. April 15 and 1:45 am. April 16. 
The bike was reportedly orange, white 
and mini green with orange grips on the 
bars, and had double suspension with Tek 
Pro Brakes. 
Petty Larceny 
• An unknown person reportedly removed a 
mouse from a computer in a CISAT Modular 
computer lab. The report was filed on April 13 
at 11:04 a.m. 
• A JMU employee reported the theft of a a 
red-zone hangtag from the Health Center. 
The thelt reportedly occured between 5 
p.m. April 2 and 8 a.m. April 3. 
Property Damage 
• Unknown persons reportedly keyed 
the driver-side door ol a 1988 Honda in 
Plot. The report was tiled on April 11 at 
3 27 p.m. 
• A JMU student reported damage was done 
to a bike between 4 p.m. April 10 and 9 p.m. 
April 12 at Chesapeake Hall. 
The rear tire was reportedly bent and the 
plastic cover around the gears was reportedly 
broken in hall. 
A water bottle was also reportedly stolen 
from the bike. 
• A JMU employee reported damage was 
done to a 1986 Chevrolet parked in R5-lot 
between 8 p.m. on Apnl 13 and 11:45 a.m. on 
April 16. 
The rear trunk area was reportedly defaced 
by a sticker. 
Personal Abuse 
• A JMU student was judicially referred when 
students reported that the subject had made 
verbally abusive and harassing comments 
toward them April 15 at 11:10 p.m. 
Harassment 
• Harassing e-mails were reportedly sent 
to an Ashby Hall resident. The report was 
filed April 12 at 12:17 a.m. 
The situation is under investigation. 
• Obscene phone calls were reportedly 
made to a university office April 16 at 
4:05 p.m. 
The situation is under investigation. 
Fireworks 
• Unknown subjects reportedly set off fire 
crackers in C-section of Hillside. The report 
was filed April 16 al 1:10a.m. 
Unauthorized use ot University 
Property 
• A JMU student wasjurjcalfy referred for the 
theft ol an employee's hang tag Irom 8-k>l 
Apnl 11 at 1 p.m. 
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug 
28:84 
Number ol parking tickets issued from Apnl 9 
toApril 15: 905 
Mandatory 
Meeting 
If you write for the news, 
have written for the news or 
ever wish to write for the 
news- 
then come to our writer 
workshop/critique today at 4 
p.m. in The Breeze office. 
Looffing For A Job? 
Avon 
Has A Place For You! 
PT/FT Positions 
Contact Avon Office 442-8899 
Carousel 
f*g>   Stained 
I    Glass & Gifts 
Customized Stained Glass 
& Stained Glass Supplies 
434-3433 
7B5 K. M.II kri Si. Harrison bur* 









Why eat out when you can order in? 
Order your .graduation platters from      '// 
Brooklyns, the best delicatessen in the 'Burg! 
Get ■ 10% discount If you order by 4/15/01 
2035-51 E. Market St. 433-4090 Next to the ABC store 
Hometown Music I totomnw 
GUITARS. AMPS, DRUMS AND SOUND EQUIPMENT - aiiiiw.homeloiiiimusic.nel 
GUITAR ammjn SALE! 
Enter Mr frM driving for ■ chance To win 
an Ibonec ocouitic or electric guitar. 
Store Heart: 




'ALL STRINGS ON SALE 
THIS WEEK ONU! 
EXLl 10/120 $3.59, Ml40/150 $5.8' 
Elixir $ I 2.50. EXLI 70 (Ban) S 1 5.' 
In Ike Ace Mnie building 
4J4-4IS9 • 2990 S Main Street 
STOM-MDI SPECIALS 
THROUGHOUT Ami: 
' OH SALE Nou: PA MIXERS & 
SPEAKERS, GUITARS & Ams, 
if net PEDALS, & HARD DRUMS 
. Nt* SPtCIALS APKD DM11 




April 28, 2001 
ATTENTION JMU STUDENTS 
Infield spots and General Admission available at 
University Outpost 




• 4 BR HOME 
• 3 BR APT. 
• 2 BR APT. 
.S. HIGH ST. 
S. MAIN ST. 
.S. MAIN ST. 
487-4057 434-3509 
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DAVID CI.KMENTSONfjiuffpfaiftvRifrt,' 
Topic: If you could spend 
the day with a JMU 
celebrity, who would it be 
and what would you do? 
"I'd take Coach 
Dillard to school." 
Geoff Stenger 
senior, ISAT 
"I'd spend the 
day with B. F. 
Schumin, 
updating his Web 
page and riding 




"/ would like to 
take the Duke Dog 
out for a nice, 
quiet one-on-one 
drink. He seems 




"I'd spend the day 
tracking down the 




"I want to spend 
the day with Dr. 
Carrier, playing 
golf and talking 
about the good old 
days at IMU." 
Brandon Durflinger 
junior, history 
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HOUSE     EDITORIAL 
D-hall now targeted for changes 
Will JMU leave no stone 
unturned? This is a question 
that has come up given the 
recent announcement of impending 
changes for D-hall next year. 
JMU seems to have a love for chan- 
ing the comfortable and the alterations 
to D-hall will be another step in the 
dining changes that have swept the 
campus since ARAMARK's introduc- 
tion in August. 
A recent article in South Main Mag- 
azine titled "D-hall D-light" discussed 
what goes on in keeping D-hall run- 
ning. The article said D-hall has been 
serving JMU cafeteria-style food 
since 1963. 
There was even a Web site created 
by one D-hall fanatic that serves as a 
tribute to theaoy of D-hall. 
According to the April 12 issue of 
The Breeze, the new. improved D-hall is 
going to be "updating the layout so 
students can watch the food being pre- 
pared (or them." 
Perhaps these nuances will 
improve the quality of JMU din- 
ing, and D-hall will be more 
beloved than ever, but what about the 
old adage, "If it ain't broke, don't fix 
it?" There are quite a few students who 
don't think D-hall is all that "broken." 
The mantra can be applied to more 
than just the D-hall changes JMU is 
ever-evolving. Take, for example, the 
JMU logo. The shift to a new logo was 
brought about in order to "more 
closely associate James Madison, the 
man, with James Madison, the univer- 
sity," said Barbara Castello, vice presi- 
dent for University Relations in the 
One would hope... 
D-hall would have 
remained a constant in 
these shifting times at 
the university. 
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Sept. 28 issue of The Breeze. Perhaps 
this is a step toward "Mr. Madison's 
University," reminiscent of another 
Virginia university. JMU is losing its 
distinctive character. 
The decision to replace the logo 
featuring the Wilson Hall cupola 
was further explained "Wilson 
[Hall] is no longer the center of cam- 
pus," Castello said. While it may be 
physically true that Wilson is no longer 
in the center, to many students and fac- 
ulty, Wilson Hall and the cupola will 
always be synonymous with JMU. 
With the change in logo came the 
change in JMU signs, which are now a 
garish purple and feature James Madi- 
son's head as part of the university 
logo pictured. 
just a few of the other changes that 
have taken place on the campus 
recently include the constant GenEd 
adjustments. Beside Newman Lake, a 
new parking deck is in full bloom 
among the dogwoods. Not to mention, 
the CISAT complex was a relatively 
quick construction, with ultra-modern 
additions under constant construction. 
Upcoming renovations are planned to 
further modify campus, including those 
to Harrison Hall and the scheduled con- 
struction of a bigger, better bookstore. 
It seems that D-hall changes are the 
proverbial straw that broke the 
camel's back. One would hope that 
admid all the changes that have hap- 
pened recently, D-hall would have 
remained a constant in these shifting 
times at the university. 
Many of these changes are probably 
good changes, even much needed, but 
that doesn't change the fact that those 
of us who have been here for a while 
are reluctant to embrace the "new and 
improved" JMU. 
Further, as alumni looking back 
years from now, will we even recog- 
nize our alma mater? 
EXCELLERATE JASON SLATTERY 
Student says God loves drug addicts, too 
During the summer after 
my freshman year in high 
school, I attended a massive 
Christian conference in Wash- 
ington. D.C. Every morning 
we attended speeches by var- 
ious speakers on both social 
and moral issues. 
One morning I attended 
a speech by a speaker who 
was condemning the ills of 
modern day music in soci- 
ety and the effect this music 
had on the Christian mind. 
The teenagers sat m silent 
obedience as he displayed 
pictures of various artists on 
a giant television screen, 
with the lyrics of their songs 
emblazoned on the screen 
After flashing a few rappers 
and alternative artists, the 
speaker put up a picture of 
Kurt Cobain with lyrics 
from one of his songs. The 
room spontaneously burst 
into applause. The speaker 
rushed to silence the crowd 
and remind them of the rea- 
son behind Kurt Cobain's ill 
fate, but the damage had 
already been done. The peo- 
ple had spoken, and I had 
just witnessed the most 
incredible act of rebellion I 
have ever seen. 
Mas anyone ever told 
you that you can't believe in 
Jesus because you have sex, 
do drugs or drink alcohol? 
If so, you'll probably like 
this article because I've got 
news. They're all a bunch of 
liars. 
The story and lifestyle of 
Jesus as recorded in the 
New Testament stands in 
stark contrast to the story 
and lifestyle of most Chris- 
tians you've met. Jesus' 
friends were some of soci- 
ety's greatest outcasts. Pros- 
titutes, beggars, people 
stricken with leprosy, cor- 
rupt tax collectors and fish- 
ermen were Jesus' best 
friends. Jesus referred to the 
religious 




The amazing truth 
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nd -a brood   about God is this: We 







it9elf     with    
religion     in 
American society, there is 
often a tendency on the part 
of the individual interested 
in investigating Jesus to 
defensively react to the 
notion. I believe some peo- 
ple think. "If I have to give 
the homeless or smoking a 
joint. 
The Bible has this to say 
about love: "Love is patieni. 
Love is kind. It does not 
envy, it does not boasi. it is 
not self-seeking, it is not 
easily angered, it keeps no 













hopes, always perseveres 
Love never fails." 
Paul the author of this 
statement, which is found in 
the 13th chapter of Corinthi 
ans, lived a very interesting 
- B..v     life.    He    witnessed    and 
up sex, drugs, and alcohol    approved  the execution of 
before I try to think about    one of the first Chris s 
God.   then    what's   next? 
Music? Movies?" 
The amazing truth of 
God is this: We cannot act 
our way into heaven. If I 
had to act my way into 
heaven, I'd be on my way to 
hell right now because I'm a 
sinner. On several occasions 
I've done something I've 
regretted, acknowledged 
my mistake, and then made 
the exact same mistake 
again. I say all this because I 
believe in a merciful, loving 
God, who came to earth in 
the form of Jesus Christ, and 
loves me, no matter where I 
am, whether it be feeding 
He set out to destroy the 
Christian church and 
imprison its members. One 
day, on the road to a town 
called Damascus, Paul saw 
a vision of Jesus speaking to 
him, and as a result he 
changed his life and 
became one of the most 
powerful figures in the 
Bible. Paul didn't do have to 
do anything to find God. 
God found him 
As I look back at my four 
years at JMU. my hope and 
prayer for this school is v ,T, 
simple. I pray that students 
at this school feel the fret. 
dom and find the desire |0 
in\ estimate the life of Jesus. 
Often times the messengers 
who deliver the message of 
Christ do a vast disservice 
to him with the manner in 
which they speak about 
h'siis All 1 can say to those 
people is that believe me 
when I say that I know what 
you're going through. But, 
believe this: You don't need 
to stop having sex, doin>; 
drugs, drinking excessively 
or whatever else some "n li- 
gious person" told you to 
stop doing. 
With that said, I ivould 
be doing a disservice to 
myself and my friends if I 
gave you the impression 
that 1 condom- drugs, 
drunkenness or premarital 
sex, because I don't All I'm 
saying is that you don't 
need to "wipe the 9late 
clean" to learn about Je9us. 
All you need to do is have 
the desire within to seek 
the truth. The life and 
lessons of Jesus as 
described in the New Testa- 
ment of the Bible have set 
me free, and 1 hope that 
someday you too c»n expe- 
rience thai same freedom. 
In: M s'Mirry 15 a senior political 
science ml)* who « sure thai 
Gat knows how __ 
to   throw 
gaodpartjf. 
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Darts 
and Pats 
Harts A Hals are submitted anonymously and 
printed on a space-available basis Submi > IJMJ 
are based upon one person \ opinion of a given 
<ituoiion. fyerson or event and do not necessarily 
reflect the truth. 
Pat... Dart... 
A "givc-mc-back-the-scissors" pal to (he liable hair- 
culling crew for a great lime To our Icisn hlondes. just 
a link- praclice'll help you next lime, ami lor our subject, 
your hair will grow back eventually. 
From your si issor-handy friend iluit tried really 
hard to remedy one hain'ul and thank I you fur a Inn of 
laugh* and a great time wi a very tober Thursday night 
in the dorms. 
A "hope-you-got-the-life-you-wanlecT dart to the 
two girls playing MASH, and giggling during 
l.inwiHxl ROM I IpBBCh on Tuesday 
From a junior who thinks the people sitting on the 
floor would hove appreciated xour seats, and know \ 
the people silling around YOU would have appreciated 
your silence. 
Dart... 
A "who-made-you-lord-of-thc-forcst" dart to the 
fanatic group leader who not only made us swallow our 
dishwater but wouldn't let us spit out our toothpaste to, 
fear of harming the environment 
Sent in bx "disgruntled in the ranks" who didn't 
appreciate being told to use the "drip and dry ' method 
of relieving oneself. 
Pat- 
Pat... 
An "everyonc-is-so-happy-and-proud-of-you" p.n to 
our professor. Fletcher Under, for accepting a full-time 
Kisition here at JMU and leaving the University of 
orth Carolina. 
Sent in by your students who all agree that you are 
one of the best pmfessors here, and JMU is so luckx lo 
have you permanently.  We are all hoping to gel you 
again next semester. 
Dart... 
A "thanks-for-showing-us-what-coHcge-fun-is-rcal- 
ty-all-about" pat to the dirty, mud-wrestling girls of 
Hagle Hall Tuesday night during the thunderstorm. We 
expect to see you all at the Olympics when they make 
muddy slip-'n -slide a sport. 
Sent in by two friends who will never forget your 
mud-covered faces lit up by the lightning on 
Godwin field. 
A "no-thanks-to-the-pigs" dart to the slobs who leave 
their trash, trays and plates on the tables and the Heirs 
of dining halls. 
From a dining service employee who wants to 
remind you that you have two legs, and we are not 
your servants. 
Dart... 
h mail Jans and pal* lo brec/edp® holmail.com 
An "cilher-lift-lhe-sea(-or-aim"dart lo the guy that SO 
kindly peed all over the toilet scat in our bathroom on 
Saturday night. 
Sent in by a really grossed out freshman girl that 
huiws if she had to pee standing up. she could do better 
than you. 
Pat... 
A "thanks - for - making - every - Tuesday - and - 
Thursday-aftemoon-so-enjoyahle" pal lo our adorable 
and comical professor. This is one class that we didn't 
mind attending. 
Sent in by two of your biggest fans who an HM) 
angry that they won't be seeing your face around cam- 
pus and woruler who nuide such a />oor decision al/oul 
your future. 
SKYDIVE! 
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and 
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE 
f      .\ Freefall almost a minute from 2 1/2 miles high 
from our 20 Jumper 
aircraft on your first skydive 
JMU discounts 
1 (800) SKYDIVE 
^yt^ (540) 943-6587 
complete information is on www.skydiveorange.com 
Ltav&r &L &e week 
Orange Pineapple 
(9 Q^era-a £>ecte/ 
Alternative clothing, 
lingerie, accessories, videos, 
adult novelties 
305 J S. Main Street 





•Located in City Limits 
•Each unit has a 1 hour fire wall 
•City police and fire protection 
•Fenced and well lit 
•Close to JMU 
Special Summer Rates for Students 
MINI 190 E. Mosby Rd. 
STOR»IT Harrisonburg 
Self-Storage (1 block across from Dukes Plaza) 
y i or some good LOOK AT ALL THIS ROOM! 
Old Country Store 
If you want great service 
and the highest quality food- 
Join us at Cracker Barrel 
Don't forget to stop by our gift shop! 
574 - 3099 
81 & Pleasant Valley (Hxil 243) Harrisonburg 
Great Flexibility (Including length of lease, 
rent, & utilities) Call for a great deal! 
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KRISTY WOOLLUM ODE TO JOE 
Senior looks back, says she will miss the people 
All I have left is two weeks. No matter 
how much I beg «ind plead with the cal- 
endar, that's all the time 1 have left of mv 
undergraduate career. As I thought about what 
to write for my last column. I was so unsure and 
totally uninspired There is no way that I could 
explain how I feel. My editor suggested I take a 
perspective of a certain aspect of students that 
made their experience here different, such as the 
athlete's four years or the musician's four wars 
It \s.is then that I realized that I could not speak 
tor anvnfu- rise because all I know is my own 
experience. And it is that experience that allows 
me to sit here now and tell this university what 
I will miss. 
To think that I came into this university as a 
frightened freshman, lighter by 15 pounds, 
blows my mind. I saw people in their groups of 
friends and thought that I would never have a 
group. 1 thought that they were lucky As the 
years have passed, my group began to form 
around me without my even realizing it. 
The first few years it was the girls, or should 
I say women, that formed a sacred circle of love, 
hate,   hurt    and    indescribable   attachment. 
Through the years we women have been hurt, 
have alien out and have -till been the beet of 
friends. Forever those women will be the keep 
ITS of my heart. 
The boys came slower, Mv girlfriends and I 
tried out a few groups never really finding our 
niche. We took from these experience-, th.it 
Bpawned stories we still laugh 
about. It was only when we were 
seniors that the men we love as our 
Deal triends became a permanent 
fixture in our lives. These are the 
boys who we have caac racM wirh 
and that have seen us at our best, 
dolled up for a night on the town. 
and our worst, at 9 a.m., rushing to 
.Kiss with a hangover. They love us 
all the same. This sounds corny, but 
ask any other senior and thev will     
just nod that they understand. 
I used to cringe when people Mid these were 
the best years of my life  But they were right 
When again will I get to see my best friend 
running around and screaming at the top of her 
complete sense to me? When else will 1 spend a 
laz) aftemoon eating pizza and working a cross- 
word, with nothing else on my mind? 
1 watch my friends and myself, playing in 
this little world I will |ust sit hack and take it .ill 
in Thirty people I know and love, some will be 
throwing a football around, some grilling out, 
some drinking beer, some 
whispering secrets and 
some solving the prob- 
lems of the world. Why do 
we get to play like this? 
Why are we so lucky? 
JMU has been our play- 
ground for four years. We 
have run. jumped, basked 
in the sun and done things 
that working adults can 
only remember fondly. 
Are we the luckiest people 
in the world? Definitely. 
The thing I will miss most is the people. 
When again w ill I he surrounded by a group of 
people who,  no matter  what  I  want to do. 
/ used to cringe when 
people said these were 
the best years of my life. 
But they were right. 
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Frisbee or veg out all day, all I have to do is ask? 
Now as I walk around campus or drive 
through town, 1 notice the seniors. The 
ones with the frantic look on their faces 
because they are trying to do all they can in 
these last few weeks. The ones that are hung 
Over everyday because going out now isn't an 
option, it's a requirement. 
For my last column of rambling, I think 1 did 
a pretty good job. I'll just say this: The rest of 
your life, you will be looking back on these 
years and your only wish will be to be back here 
for one second, to breath in the air and feel this 
freedom again. When I look back on the things 
I've done. I know my memories will be amaz- 
ing and vivid. So make your memo- 
ries worth it. 
Kristy Woollum is a graduating 
SMAD major tvho will miss Ihi 
people here, but aba hat an affec- 
tion for the dog food smell and 
chicken fkrms, 
lungs "Who's your daddy" and have it make     whether it be go to happy hour or throw the 
Ethnic and "Gently Worn" Clothing 











V) Huge selection Of GENTLY-WORN CLOTHING • c 
U 
c 
at onluffi.00 EACH!!! w o 
0) 
163 South Main Str*«t                                    H 492-1K94 for hours and information a 
(A 
Tapestries   •    Drums 
'Special Student Rate 2 Locations 
'w-it&ssSmmpm 
MINI STORAGE 
Private Storage Rooms 





In select unit* 
►1, 2, & 3 bedrooms - your choice! 
•Come see why Squire Hill is 
THE place to live for 2001 
•Full size kitchen, washer/dryer, 
dishwasher 
•Coming soon- NEW fitness center 
i 
nniRIMINT     INSUfUNCl    MUTUAL FUNDS     IRU ST St Ft VICES     IU1TI0N FINANCING 
Deferring taxes with 
TIAA-CREF can be so 
rewarding, you'll wonder 
why you didn't do it sooner. 
of <> "••2 
(eases still 
available 
Squire Hill Apartments 
434-2220 
Clubhouse, Devon Lane 
www.wmci.com 
One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg 
rs through tax-deterred Supplemental Retirement 
Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF 
Your funds are aulomaticaiy deducted from your pay 
check, so its easy to build .ncome to supplement your 
penston and Social Secunty" Especially smce your SRA 
contributions grow undimmrshed by taxes until you 
withdraw the (unds 
And you may even be able to borrow tunds against your 
SRA   a unique benefit of choosing TIAA-CREF 
So why wait UPI IIAA-CRffs low eipenses and invest- 
ment expertise help you burid a 
comfortable retirement We 
think you will find it rewarding 
•n years to come 
IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH 
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL 
WVIST AS UTTU AS 
J^S t month 
through an automatic 
p*)<o<l plan' 
•Now uwi**"*u..** *.t^e*#^pwlo^SW'T^J,Of 
tue^K1 10 mv>O0"v ant) 10 a 10% acMiMAfl i* 
lOWAJtt        JOYkARS UVrAHN 
h *i h)pn*rn>M f >ji>pk XW| M* 1100• •>• »• 
M **<it«l m«>i .«• m w icMtn n , »« u> 
brartci tfniM (*l*t Po.» flwi «v laMr *,, MWI fut 
aivtiMnii .ill rWcMMr. vd >«U «n •■> "• >M" 
•on* n pntnM In IHMR pwpo-Mwty *•«**» ■» 
•efWci nil pttfOTuntt. <■ prd.. i («*« ttw* M»» 
ll*» i HI I •nam«oi.cfk<iripotn 
Ensuring the future 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Concerns posed about 
dining facility waste 
To the Editor: 
I hear I'm not the only one bothered by the 
f.ict th.it the Festival changed from paper cups 
to styrofoam. From the few employees I've 
talked to, I hear the amount of food they 
throw away and the incredible amount of 
trash they generate that could be recycled 
makes them sick 
On a campus that has recycling bins every- 
where and active environmental groups, why 
do we stand by while the dining halls negate 
all of our good intentions? I would love to see 
an investigative report in The Breeze about this 
issue. I bet by interviewing some dining hall 
employees, and looking at some records, you 
could easily find out how wasteful they are. If 
nothing else, I hope we can influence them to 
take some simple measures to reduce waste. 
In the meantime, I will be using a soup bowl 
in the Festival whenever I want some water 
with my meal. 
E. Channing Preston 
senior, I SAT 
Student calls president's 
decisions into question 
To the Editor 
How can you speak to students about honor 
and morality when you appear to have no 
morals of your own? Correct me if I am wrong, 
Dr. Rose, but is it not your job as the president of 
this university to do everything possible to bet- 
ter the lives of your students and faculty? Based 
on your actions this past year, I would say you 
are doing everything but that. You said in your 
speech last Tuesday that "No one will believe in 
you unless they can believe you." Well I'll tell 
you this much. Dr. Rose, the number of people 
who believe you right now are dwindling. 
Professor Richard Lippke's letter to the edi- 
tor in the April 12 issue of The Breeze is a fine 
example of the trust you are probably losing 
among your staff. And believe me, a good 
majority of the student-athletes and coaches at 
JMU would have loved for you to actually lis- 
ten to what they had to say regarding the 
board's recent athletic proposal. Unfortunately 
you were allegedly unavailable for the entire 
month while this proposal was being reviewed 
by the Board of Visitors. I e-mailed you, called 
you and stopped by your office, all to no avail. 
My father contacted you numerous times, yet 
he never received any sort of response from 
you. How do you feel you can represent tin- stu 
dents and faculty when you refuse to acknowl 
edge that we exist? 
Your morals seem to be based upon further- 
ing your own personal good at the expense of 
the students and faculty here at JMU. Instead of 
representing us and sticking up for what we 
want, you instead go along with what the board 
members want. Aren't these the MUM people 
who hired you and determine your salary? So if 
you make a decision they don't like, they could 
fire you? I see, it all makes perfect sense now. 
I leave you with this final thought !' VOU 
were to be fired in May, and looked b.uk on 
your actions this year, would you have acted 
any differently? I think we all know the answer 





To the Editor 
On Sunday I spent twenty minutes remov- 
ing a Mkkti thai read 'I A t ! & Prlenda Against 
(;.n SodcttW from the front door of my resi 
dence hall Whit is CVCfl more sad ami .Upturn- 
ing is the fact that the slicker was homemade i HI 
a computer, showing someone actually put 
time and effort Into making it. Apparently, 
some people hen? never learned how to use 
their free time constructively. 
To Ihe personM responsible: If investing 
your energies into creating anti-homosexual 
acronyms is what you consider fun, then knock 
yourself out Wallpaper your whole room with 
your distasteful handicrafts for all 1 care, but 
please don't display them for those of us who 
have maturity to see other points of view. 
Peopk1 come to this school to belter themselves 
— something you should be doing too, rather 
than trying to recruit others into ignorance. 
I'll admit I have a rather warped sense of 
humor, but I did not find your "joke" to be even 
remotely funny, and I don't think any other 
intelligent person would either I seriously hope 
in your years at JMU your small mind will be 
opened to the more beautiful and substantial 






$100 CASH Giveaway 
Lombardi £ras Music Festival 2001 
with Spikefest 
Saturday, April 21 Hillside Field 
Featuring 
Jimmie's Chicken Shack 





with PJ Tempo between sets 
lombardigru@ijahoo.com for mor« Info n    g 
Ticktu art $12 in advance. Si 5 at the door JU 
3HL 
the Cash... 
you must be. 
wearing a t-shirt 




75 South Court Square 
Harrisonburg, VA 2280I-(540)4B-1833 
email chiagoftittca nct~Aew.nKhoncjcwclry.com 
TAMFSMCHONE 
^ 
Have you ever thought about 
teaching as a career? 
Think about teaching in SPECIAL EDUCATION 
• Extremely high employment opportunities 
• Critical shortages in Virginia and across the country 
• JMU's special education teachers have great reputations and are 
in demand 
• 5 year program resulting in a Bachelor's and a Master's Degree 
• Work closely with nationally renowned faculty 
• Graduate with a license to teach students with Learning 
Disabilities, Mental Retardation, and Emotional Disturbance 
For more Information contact: Or. Karen Santos 
Ext. 3316 
_ sanloske@jmu.edu  
Think about teaching in MIDDLE SCHOOL 
• Over the next 5-10 years, the country will face a huge shortage of 
teachers in middle level education 
• WiUi an 1DLS (Interdisciplinary Liberal Studies) major, a 
concentration in Math & Science, ISAT, or Humanities, you will 
graduate with a license to teach in these fields. 
• 5 year program resulting in a Bachelor's and a Master's Degree 
• Teacher salaries are risingl 
For more Information contact;  Dr. Emma Savage-Davis or Dr. Gerald Green 
Ext 6190 Ext. 3580 
^^__   Mmigttmgpm. tau greengw@/mu. edu 
I Iookin' I l|): 
Wlij \\Y ('IKM)M tin- Males 
\\ f ( ilOOM' 
fc'lleT WOlxdei' how you vhoOtK yum- romttntii- partiufnt 
Do you keep choosing people who don't wunl a voininllmenlf 
Do you findyourselflooking for love in all tin- wrong places? 
If you'd like to learn some answers to those questions and others come to 
this workshop!! 
Thursday, April 19th 12-1, Taylor 302  





to prepare for 
June 11th! 
There's still time to ace the June LSAT! 
You can do it with Kaplan's intense 
LSAT prep course held on JMU campus. 
Course runs May 8 • June 7 
on Tuesday and Thursday evenings. 
Space is extremely limited. Don't get left out -- call today! 
(Request Course Code = LSCV1206) 




AOL keyword: Kaplan 
1H • • '•**•»••« •<»»•-«» c 
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^SEMESTER  IN  FLORENCE 
Come meet and ask questions of 
DR. ALESSANDRO GENTILI, 
Resident Director of the 
Semester in Florence program 
Information Sessions 
Friday, April 20 
5-6:30 p.m. 
Taylor 404 





LIVE   IN   CONCERT! 




UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS COUNCIL 
HPHMH 
For more information, contact the Office of International 
Programs, 568-6419, international@jmu.edu. 
DOORS OPEN @ 9PM 
MUSIC STARTS @ 10PM 
lUVA STUDENTS: 
|$15 ADVANCE, $17 @ DOOR 
ENERAL PUBUC: 
18 ADVANCE, $20 @D00R 
TICKETS ON SALE AT UVA NEWCOMB HAU BOX OFFICE. PLAN 9 LOCATIONS. 
BY PHONE AT 804-924-7314 AND ONLINE AT WWW.UPC.MUSICT0DAY.COM 
w w w . j m u 
©lde Mill Village 
FREE ETHERNET, 
PHONE AND CABLE!! 
SOME FULL UNITS ARE STILL AVAILABLE!! 
Olde Mill Village is offering FREE ethernet, phone and 
cable for all new tenants signing a full lease for the 2001-02 year. 
Pet leases available! 
^     ^     V,"*      ^       'Restrictions apply.  Limited time offer.       C1      O     O    <."« 
Our apartments have amenities galore: 
•Level grounds with no hills to climb or interstate to cross. 
•Only four blocks to campus. 
• Air conditioned and heated with energy efficient heat pumps. 
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
• Mini-blinds on all windows. 
• Basketball court. 
• Paved parking spaces. 
• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus. 
• Telephone and cable outlets in each room. 
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments. 
• Well lit parking areas and walkways. 
• Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall. 
• No sliding patio doors. 
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit. 
• An easy 10 minute walk to campus. 
• A small community where the manager knows most tenants 
by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests. 
11A South Avenue, —^^T^77 
Harrisonburg PVJ^AC.I^S^CMOW 
./\   (540)432-9502 
JBSI uwoldemillvillage.com 
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\CADEMIA NUTS by SETH CASANA 
fflMTIIA NUTS 
CASE STUDVtf 103: 
I'M   YOUNG  Foi?  MY GRAPE... UH.  I   MfANJ.. 
WELL,   1 SHOULD Bf IKJ   |7* £RApC GUT  I 
GRAPUATE-P EARLY.   SO MERE   I AM  AT  gi£ 
STATE"   AS   A   CS   MM JOB. 
SUZIE zmncR 
FRESHMAN co«PurrH KIEWCC 
MHO* « B16   STATT UNNEJSITY 
IT'S  A   PRETTY GOOD SCHOOL FOR IT: 
THE PROGRAM'S  RANKED  $-*• IN TH€ 
UAT\oN   THF ONLY   PRogUM IS THE 
OTHER  STUDENTS... MALf STuPFiJTS. 
I'M NOT A BEAUTY dUCEV. I'M TUST AN 
AVERAGE-LOOKING OIRL WHoS INTJ WACtoMf 
AWO ^'OEO GAME'S. |}UT THE G>MP SCI OAJ 
JUST STARE AT ME ALL PAY LIKE" I'M A 
SUPERMODEL  OR Son ETWSJ.S///.-'#£ 
^OST OF THEKI DON'T EVtW HAVE THE 
OUTS TO TALK TO MC.   THE ONES THAT 
PO ARE USUALLY TUST LOSERS Ifioum 
TO SCORE.   IT'S  SORT of IRRITATINS- 
THAT'S WHERE  'G0R8IE' &MES 
IfJ.   HE'S   AW AI OMPAHIOM 
I  BUILT TO SUBSTITUTE ft* THE 
PoRKS  AT  MY SCHOOL. 
I TREAT HIM JUST LIKE A EoYFRID* 
HE'S A GREAT DETERRENT Td UYNWTO 
ADVANCES. SINCE I CARRY 0* WITH 
ME,  MOST MEN THINK I'M TT.kEN. 
SOMETIMES I THINK CORBIE ocrs n<tc 







WHICH IS   RNE BY ME    WITH  AlL THE" GUYS  pRoouNG 
OVER  GOKBlE NOW,    I   CAN GET MY WORK  DONE IN tKC. 
ANP IF ANY CS  guM   WANTS To ASK MC OUT,  He HAS 
TO ClERR IT  ^ITH  GoRgiE  FlRST.   IT'S  AMAZING HOW A 




\\ t il ii i- sdai 
*» S ,i I II r il a > 
• ~~— •..       * s 11 11 11. i \ 
( it.ll  4.14-H72I for  reservations 
106   S.  Main  St.  Hurrisonburo    414-8721 
\rir. 
(3unple Jrleasures Co/ e       s 
*s    Make your graduation dinner reservations now! 
i       'extended dining hours Friday <fi Saturday of graduation weekend* 
CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
FINF DINING       Rr AS< )NABIY PRIC 11) 
'party platters and catered meals also available* 
*<)/i  ltn.~J,, i%d. siotmfmmGtdn 364 -"ASS 
OPEN TIL 10PM 




HAIR ■ TANNING & MASSAGF 
Corner of University Blvd 
and Reservoir St. 
(Walking Distance from 
SunChase. Stone Gate 
and CISAT dorms) 
lc a minute Phone 
Cards For Sale 
i 
: 
Month of Tanning $30 
or 
[2 Tanning Visits for $27 
and Get 6 More FREE 
Full Body Massage $30 
Facial $25 
Perms or Highlights $35 
Haircut $9 with coupon 
Stone Therapy & Massage $75 
Eyebrow & Lip Waxing $5 each 
g PIZZA BAR PIZZA* PASTA* SALAD Killer all-you-can-eat Lunch-Dinner Buffet 
S1.00 off buffet with JAC Card«11 a.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
FREE DELIVERY 433-0606 
3>D 1-topping med pizza  &0 2-topping med pizza 
1-topping Ig pizza 2-topping Ig pizza 




Current/Summer openings for full 
or part time, A.M. and P.M. pos- 
itions:Servers, Line Cooks, Dish- 
washers, Host/Hostess, Bus Per- 
sons, Housekeepers, and Front 
Desk Staff. 
Must be professional, neat, and 
have good communication skills. 
Competitive wages and benefits. 
Weekends and references required. 
Apply in person. EOE 
162 W.OId Cross Road 
New Market, VA 
(540)740-3141 




3pm and 7pm 
every Wednesday 
buffalo wings are 
just 25$ 
*********** 
1039 Port Republic Road 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 438-9620 





Ap>ril 22. 2001 
7l=>m @ PC BcillroorTr-L 
S>\ 
"Presentation will feature demonstrations and 
knowledge on the most aucceuful style* of Idaalng* 
Come out and »njoy -this entertaining 
and energetic presentation I! 
1501 S. Main St. Harrisonburg 
434-5155 
Ask us about... 
•FREE Jump Starts! 
•Student ID 10% Off 
• Batteries for...cellphones, 
computers and pagers! 
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HOROSCOPES CROSSWORD 
Today's Birthday — Your objective is to make .i difference. But how? You'll get the 
ch.ince this year, but you II wind up different, too. In April, start out with a group of 
people who share your ideals. A lack of funding could stop you in May, but why 
should it? By )une you can get the word out, and bring in more helpers. Evaluate and 
put in corrections in July and September. Heed someone with an objective point of 
vk-w in October follow a hunch in November, a whim in December, and the crowd in 
February. In March, let your conscience lead you. 
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the 
most challenging. 
Aries (March 21-April 19) 
g|     Today is a 7 — There's a reces- 
^^^^ sion coming, and it's perfectly 
^fij   natural. You need to hideout for 
a while and contemplate what 
you vi' accomplished. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20) 
^» I  Today is a 5 — Conditions are 
4BUih,m>;tn»; in your favor. Friends 
^*W are coming to your rescue. Soon, 
you'll be the one with all the 
power. Sure, you've suffered, but don't 
dwell on thai. 
m 
Gemini (May 21-June 21) 
Ibdl) i* I 7      You've been 
' having a good time lately, but 
the day of reckoning is coming. 
It might arrive as early as 
tomorrow Are you ready? Learn from 
experlenot, and admit right away where 
you went wrong 
Cancer (June 22-Iulv 22) 
Today is a 6 — Delays are frus- 
| t rating but not fatal. Don't get 
'impatient about having your 
prayers answered. Your luck is 
changing for the better, hut yon can'l 
rush it. All in due time. 
Leo(July23-Aug.22) 
^ --* Today is an 8 — You and your 
^^^ mate, partner and or attorney 
^^^JVncvd to have .i serious conversa- 
tion about mutually held 
finances, mutual funds and mutual goals. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
♦ ^^ Today is a 6 — Yesterday you 
^^nf were content to keep your nose 
]M1^ '« the grindstone, but today 
^^^" you're more easily distracted. A 
gorgeous person who wants to spend 
time with you is the culprit, but it's par- 
tially your own fault, too. 
through. 
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) 
Today is an 8 — It appears some- 
body else is in control, but you 
1 know different. The other person 
may be at the wheel, but you're 
the navigator. You're the one who instinc- 
tively senses exactly what to do next. The 
other person knows this, too. 
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) 
Today is a 5 — The pressure 
; you're under is eased a bit, due 
to the touch of a friend. But your 
love is so much more than that. 
The quality you want most is compASsiun. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
_^ Today is a 7 — Fixing up your 
^^K   own place could be lots of tun 
^^^b tonight — if you and your sweet- 
heart don't mind making a big 
mess. Tear out the old and put in the 
new. But plan ahead. Anticipate as many 
problems as you can. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
^        Today is a 6 — You're getting 
f^     smarter, and it's partially out of 
necessity. You may have to try 
out two or three crazy schemes 
before you come up with one that works. 
Keep at it 
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
R Today is a 7 — You're about to 
go from fantasy into reality, 
from the design phase into actu- 
al construction, from talking 
and thinking about it to doing it. Hold on 
to your hat, because this could be a wild 
ride. 
.     Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) 
£%* today is a h       ibu re getting 
"^y stronger. You're capable of tak- 
ing on more responsibility and 
making more money. You might find a 
chance to do that. Look around. It never 
hurts to know what's out there. 
—Tribune Media Services 
ACROSS 





14 Broadway name 
15 Walking 
16 Family 
17 Spicy dish 
18 Utterance 
20 Multitudes 
21 Coop denizen 
22 Part ot RCA 




34 Sell oft 
35 Medical exam 
36 Rara_ 
37 Notable period 
38 _ Raton, FL     . 
39 Exclusive control 
ot a commodity 
42 Where tutus twirl 
44 Adler and 
Benson 
45 Thin surface 
layers 





52 Ciao, on Lanai 
57 Those who have 
lost faith 




62 All thumbs 
63 Member ot a 
fraternal order 
64 Issues a ticket to 
65 Tightly packed 
DOWN 
1 Baroque master 
2 Muscular stiffness 
3 Mix 





1 1 3 4 b I 1 a 9 . 1 
19 
I 12 13 
14 15 I 
• / 16 
21 22 
■ ?4 1 











:i~    H'" 1 
4H 49 so ■ 51 52 S3 54 ss 56 
6/ 58 ■ ' 
60 1 ., 62 63 ' 65 
SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUES PUZZLE: 
8 Colorful mount 
9 Period 
10 Fatty tissue 
components 
11 out a living 
(scraped by) 
12 Short skirt 
13 "Do _ others 
as..." 
19 Lower jaw 
24 Dog's best 
fnend? 
25 Demure 
26 Smith and West 
27 Golfer's gouge 
28 Of sheep 
29 Decides 
30 Govt. agcy. 
(1934-65) 
31 Eleve's place 
32 Fast snake 
33 Louvers 
35 Use too much 
nose 
37 1994 Open golf 
champion 
40 Credit cards 
A R C H E D A 1 A C 
A 
A H s 
S A L A M 1 B E N R F A 
S ~ A T U S E N T R E T Y 
E 1 R EHA N I O 1    N E T r E 
T O ■ R A T sH F R F F R 
|T E M P ■I ' O s| 
M A R 1 1 ■■  1 R  B O 5 r A 
S c A N D A ■ > D M 1 R A L 
G E M|L 1 M|E|SHA R G u E 
| 1 RBSIH 1 N E| 
S P A 1 ■ C F N ■ A D 
P A R : E 1 P 0 s THB 0 N F 
O V E R - F F R A G E N D A 
R E N 0 N E T K E N N E L 
E R A s T C S E L D E S T 
41 Horse's morsel 
42 Hogan of gotf 
43 Indigestion relief 
45 Poetry 
47 Greek island 
48 Subdue 
49 Australian gem 
50 Alcove 
51 Couptf_ 
53 Kent s beloved 
54 Exposed 
55 Beer ingredient 
56 Feed the kitty 
58 Biblical lion 
NO GIMMICKS 
Just The 











4 Bedroom Suites 
I Duke Gardens . i 











9 Madison Terrace 
University Place 
3 & 4 Bedrooms 
1,2, & 3 Bedrooms 
H  Gingerbread House 
FlJNKHOUSER 
& ASSOCIATES 





in Historic Home 
Hi 
THURSDAY 




Gambling among college students increases in 
popularity, JMU students take to the tables 
Story by staff writer Ketty Scott 
Graphics by Art Director Meghan Murphy 
Thelureof amblingonline, 
in casinos, -il racetracks, on 
ilk' stock market or by sim- 
ply buying a Virginia Lottery ticket 
can tempt the interests and wallets 
of poor college students. We ding 
to the hope of acquiring something 
for nothing in our times ot desper- 
ation, when the thought of one 
more phone call home begging for 
money seems too demoralizing. 
We Iwld onto the vulnerable 
dream that savs, "Yes, I, too, could 
receive the Publisher s C leanng 
House check post-Super Bowl, 
with greasy fingers soiled by buffa- 
lo wings and pi//a, tripping over 
beer cans to get to 
the door on nation- 
al television!" 
Risking money 
is like using .i 
credit card. You 
may be Bending 
away, earning 
your frequent flier 
miles, but once 
you get into debt 
you better hope   
your mother loves 
CDU because that may be all you 
ave left. 
Junior Lisa Muggins has unit- 
ed the Trump Pla/a and Tropicana 
e.isinos in Atlantic City, N.J. 
>he said the casino atmos- 
phere is disorienting. "It is very 
much a toy store (or a| play- 
ground tor adults " 
I luggms said the environment 
... it's much like a toy 
store [or a] playground 
for adults. 
—junior Lisa Huggins 
on the casino atmosphere 
induced a timeless world where 
tourists and regulars alike can 
escape. She said the setting 
lacked windows and clocks, 
blasted loud music and was deco- 
rated with lots of mirrors. 
Junior Kate Wyatt, who went 
to a casino in the Bahamas, said 
that "it seemed like a movie. 
Nothing real mattered, people 
were dressed in all different cra/v 
get-ups and alcohol was free!" 
Muggins also spoke of a casi- 
no on an Indian reservation in 
California. The casino had cars set 
up on top of the slot machines. 
"People were there for one 
purpose. To win 
  money... they 
were there for 
themselves." 
Junior Andrew 
Miller, who has 
gambled 
in Las Vegas 
twice with his 
family and made 
a few race track 
Ivts s,iid he 
plays "just for the 
fun of gambling, not for the 
money." 
JMU alumni David Gould 
(Dec. '00) said gambling begins 
innocently. 
Ill's] just that at first it might 
not seem like a huge deal but it's 
easy to get sucked in to things 
like that... a few bucks here and 
a few bucks there really adds up 
i ss sino gambling at Not exactly. 
With the start of the <W-'99 
came the addition ol a new kind i 
the Hospitality and 'lour ism 
program, HTM 451. 
The purpose of HTM 451, or Rntertai 
Management, is to give students a 
look at various aspects of the 
industry. 
"F.u-h year we take a different aspect [of 
be entertainment industry] and look at it ii 
depth,' Ron Cereola, professor of the class, 
said. "The first year we looked at cruis 
year the gaming induw 
looked at I >isney." 
Vhile itiulying the gaming i 
, Cereola and his class looked at I 
social/cultural perspective of the gaming 
industry, discussed casino management anc 
looked at the consumer aspect ofrlie indu 
In addition, the class took a four-night I 
to las Vegas and toured the hotels ana casi- 
nos for an inside look at how they ate ran. 
Although die topic of the class varies fro 
year to year, Cereola said the gaining Indus 
'" nfte repeat 
if Focus Edl 
... kind ol like people who play 
the lottery." 
Huggins said regular gam- 
blers spend so much 
money they get 
"comped" by the casino, meaning 
they get compen- 
sations such as 
tree limousine 
rides, a free hotel 
nxtm and tree 
room service. 
The dress code 
.it usinos ranges 
according to peo- 
ple's age and 
wealth and the 
day of the week.       
Senior Danny 
CNeil celebrated his last birthday 
in Atlantic City. He went during 
the week, and said most people 
were senior citizens then and that 
Vvervone was kind of quiet but 
nice, and eveiyone was dressed 
pretty conservative|ly|." 
When Miller went to Las Vegas, 
he said the average person was 
between 30 and 40 in age and was 
dressed in polo shirts and khakis 
He said some wealthy-looking 
older people were at the high pay- 
ing tables, and "then (there 
were|the honcymooners who 
|were| always dressed up nicely" 
"Five-cent slots get a crowd 
and $100 slots get a different kind 
of crowd," Miller said. 
"Some tables bet thousands ... 
you can walk past and practically 
smell the money," Muggins said. 
Miller said of the five-cent slot 
nucliines, "You could just sit 
there for hours ...." 
Huggins observed a scenario 
that reminded her of a scene out 
of the hit mafia show, "The 
Sopranos." 
She saw a man in a suit 
with one hand inside his jacket 
"patting down his tie" go to 
snake another man's hand 
while he said in the perfei t 
•.tcrrotype mafia accent, "How 
you doin'?!" 
The favorite games of students 
were blackjack, 




C/Neil go for 
birthday celebra- 
tions, while others 
like MiUer and 
Wyatt go occa- 
sionally with fam- 
ily. Some, like 
Huggins, go for 
fun with friends. 
And then there are those 
who stay away from the 
casinos either because of 
age or lack of trust in their gam- 
bling scruples, and would rather 
trust the randomness of lottery 
tickets. 
junior Erinn Reed is one such 
lottery player, though she lacks 
the money needed to support her 
taste for scratch cards. 
"1 just like scratching off the 
silver stuff," Reed said. "I like to 
win stuff, too." 
hopes for the big bucks — the 
one winning symbol or matching 
numbers, their own Golden 
Ticket in the Wonka bar. 
Reed's grandfather used to 




Reed said,   11 m; 
looking for that 
one magical card 
out there that's 
going to pay my 
— JohnChapin tuition." 
senior       Senior |ohn 
Chapin played his 
11   first ticket on his 
My yearly gambling 




Certainly any lottery player 
18th birthday. 
"My yearly gambling habit 
costs about two dollars," Chapin 
said, though he also said he's 
played poker games with friends 
for money in the past three years 
in college. 
Reed recalls gambling with 
her brothers and their friends on 
Virginia Tech and University of 
Virginia's breaks when she 
attended high school. 
"The highest ante we ever 
went was a quarter," Reed said. 
"We played men because there 
was nothing else to do at mid- 
ht " 
ther students, like junior 
Lauren Browne, choose to 
not risk getting hooked. 
"1 try and stay away from any- 
thing that mi$it kwe money," she 
said. "\ need all the money I can get" 
The gambling age varies from 
state to state. In some states it is 
18, in others, 21. 
"I really don't understand 
why its 21; it should be 18, but 
now that I'm 22,1 don't really care 
that much anymore," CNeil said. 
"|I| just don't think it makes 
sense." 
Senior Sam Taliaferro, who's 
been to the racetracks a couple 
times, said, "1 do not think they 
should lower the age. Most 
people still aren't mature 
enough to handle gambling or 
the pressures 
from it ... every- 
—  one has a little 
greed in them, 
but to let that 
greed come out 
and rule every- 
—junior Andrew Miller ,r»ng •* not right 
on five-cent slot machines   nor is it good." 
Some students 
felt they knew 
when to stop, 
while others 
went for broke. 
"It was pretty easy to stop 
when 1 realized that I wasn't 
winning much," Gould said. 
"Luckily, I've always had a 
decent sense with money and 
when to quit." 
Wyatt said, "I'm a fiend, I 
lost all my money." 
When asked if Harrisonburg 
should add a casino. Miller said, 
"I would like that!" whereas 
CXNeil said, "No, we don't need 
too many gambling places 
around. The road trip Is a big part 
of the fun." 
ft- 








By Focus Editor Danielle Potuto 
Chewing nervously on his nails, 
junior Kirk Freeman sat on the 
edge of his couch and watched 
the Stanford vs. Maryland basketball 
game, never taking his eyes from the 
screen. Only eight teams remained in 
the NCAA Men s basketball 
Tournament and it was getting down to 
the wire. 
"My room- 
mates and I 
decided to join 
a pool," said 
Freeman. "If 
Stanford loses 
this game I'll be 
out $5 and out 
of the $35 pod." 
Like Freeman, manv college stu- 
dents place harmless nets on sports 
games and horse races, buv scratch-off 
lottery tickets and even plan visits to 
some of the big casino cities 
But when does harmless gambling 
fun cross the line and become addictive 
and out of control? 
An article titled "College Students 
Confront Gambling Problems" in the 
Penn State University's Daily Collcyiiin 
in 1999 said that a Harvard medical 
study done in 1998 found nearly 50 per- 
cent of college students in the United 
States and Canada spend time and 
money in casinos. Factor in sports bet- 
ting, horse racing, lotto tit kels and other 
forms of gambling am) that number 
approaches h7 potent, said I r.ink 
Murtha. psychology intern at the i enter 
for Counseling and I'syt hological 
Services (CAIN) ,it I larvard 
I Yobk-m gambling often develops 
much like anv other addiction, Liking com- 
plete control over one's life, all the whik* 
destroying relationships and personal 
livelihood in the process. Murtha said. 
"When you can't get it (gambling) 
off your mind, and it is all you can 
think about, then it is i leark now prob- 
lematic," Murtha said. 
According to a study about gam- 










addictive gambling but are largely 
ignored in the research. 
"The college years mav represent a 
heightened nsk for developing gam- 
bling problems because this period is 
associated with a wide range ot at-risk 
behaviors, including heavy use of UCO- 
hol," he wrote. 
Similarly, in a brief about problem 
teen gambling in the April 2tX)l issue of 
Time Magazine, the Connecticut Council 
on Problem Gambling said teeas are 
twice as likely as adults to become 
addicted to gambling. Although most ot 
the betting is on sports or card games, 
growing numbers are dabbling in lotter- 
ies and online gambling. 
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Today. CULTURE CAfJARETII 
7 p.m. In P. C. ballroom. A Cultural celebration 
of music, fashion, dance, and food. Watch 
JMU students perform and model ethnic 
clothes, and enjoy some free ethnic food. 
FREEI A v/ellness passport eventl Moroccan 
food at D-ha\l. 
*ee* 
Saturday: Spades Tournament at noon in 
Taylor 405. $5 entrance fee per team, winning 
team will receive ALL the registration fees as 
a cash prize!! Free food for participants. 
Contact Chris at stoneycm@jmu.edu or come 
to the SGA office (Taylor 234) to register. 
Also, "Finding Forrester" showing at Grafton 
for $2 at 6 &9:30 p.m. 
Friday: OFAAFO Day at Godwin Field 
Noon to 4 p.m. Entertainment, food, music, 
and bouncy rides!! A softball tournament at 
3p.m. with students, administrators, and 
faculty.    Nominal registration fee-all 
proceeds to benefit the Big Brothers Big 
Sisters Program. Email: richarjs@jmu.edu 
to register for softball.   ALSO: 
"Finding Forrester" showing at Grafton 
for $2 at 6 & 9:30 p.m. 
ALL WEEK: 
A book drive for Mozambique on the Commons 
from 10 a.m. -2 p.m. ALL kinds of booke 
are appreciated, they are to help children 
learn to read English. 
QUILT (Quest for Uniting In Love Together) 
project-all clubs and organizations are Invited 
to make a patch which will be sewn Into a quilt 
representing the diversity at JMU-all materials 
provldedl 
Look for performers/music out on the Commons 
everyday of the week from 12-1 p.m. 
•Check http-y/www.Jmu.edu/orgs/6ga/commltt.html 
(under "multicultural") for more information contact 
Saiba at 566-6376. 
I I 
I 1 
And give fear a swift kick in the butt. Build your first resume. 
Explore industries you never knew existed. Get interview advice on the college channel. 
Visit your future @ HotJobs.com. 
ONWARD. UPWARD. 
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L No payoff to see 'Pussycats' 
There's no winner in this cat's game as 
'Josie and the Pussycats" proves to be 
another teen flop. 
Page 18 
X 1 
"Good writing is found out- 
side the classroom; it has a 
place among the flowers, 
trees and mountains." 
E. ETHELBERT MILLER 
poet 
S** story below 
BECKY GABRIEL/unfl phMgHfkll 
Bright silkscreen prints by senlof Eric Erickson fill Zirkle House's Other 
Gallery. Erlckson's display, "Ink-to-ink," Incorporates both final prints and 
mock-up versions. 
Exhibits evoke expressive talent 




Three isolated forms proudly stand in 
thi otherwise empty Artworks Cillery in 
Zirkle I louse I In- starkness of bare walk 
.ind empty space emphasize the strong 
lint's of each form. 
The show, "Unconfined," is composed 
of recent works by senior Zeke Trainum. 
Irainum, a sculpture student said these 
pieces are "vessels that hold an idea, 
thought or feeling " The titles of the three 
M ulplures, "Prometheus' Bowl." 'Tree 
Enough to I >.iiKf and "Protected," cadi 
suggest an idea which guides the doml 
mnt aesthetic the form 'The ide.is are 
j-fMinal," Trainum said "They guide me 
as I work " He holds tin- idea in the Kick 
of his mind as he carves awa\ portion-, ot 
a log, grinds the wixxl into its baric shape 
end s,nuis ,ire.is to i, hue tin- sh.ipe and 
smooth the texture. 
The first piece, "Prometheus' Bowl," 
was inspired hy the mythological thnrac 
ter who stole I in- from the gods. ,m .niton 
which eventually led to "a new beginning 
for mankind,'' according to Trainum The 
somewhat egg-shaped form, caned from 
wood, is open .it the top revealing a 
bowksj-out center thai has been SCDfl bed 
to pun? black 
Trainum said he walked through the 
woods in search of the fallen poplar that 
was to become I ive I'nough to I ).nue " 
t .ir\ t>d enhrcly from the trunk of the tree, 
the sculpture is intended logive the log "a 
sense OJ movement to remiml tin' viewer 
oi the source the tree " 
Trainum said he net this work as 
"more Of en embodiment ot a tree in the 
negative space than in the wooden form. 
Inere is. to me, a space here that holds a 
movement." Trainum attacked the log 
with too much vigor, he said, and carved 
away large areas ot wood Ih.it he labtf 
wished he could put back I plan to make 
my next pieces more tree-like to suggest 
thi' tree m its n.itur.il environment as it 
stands, glows, mo\es. lives, dances " 
The final pine has a tree trunk-like si/e 
end shape, but is actually formed by a 
steel armature COlted with scales " the 
SOsles are ectuall) Ih gauge steel sheets 
that have been cut into Sby-3 inch rectan- 
gles. Trainum cut freehanded with a plas 
ma -utter to give th"' piece a hint c4 free 
dom M^\ a suggestion ot thi' artist s b.iint 
in the print's-. n|, reation I ach rectangle is 
welded onto the armature, coating it m .1 
suit of armor trainum said that the title, 
"Protected,'' begi the questions, "What 
CDUId this be used to protect?" or refer r ing 
bM k lO the earlier forms, 'What needs to 
he pre!. 
H1("KYC,.\HWM At^jfefcfnsSWr 
The sculpture "Prometheus' Bowl," by senior Zeke 
Trainum, rests In Zirkle House's Artworks Gallery. 
Tralnum's show, "Unconflned," consists of three wood- 
en sculptures. 
Zirkle House Hours 
Morw-TrSae 
noon - 5 *>.!*• 
FrU anc/ Sate 
noon - *f **>•!*• 
Other Gallery 
BY KAREN CASEY 
contributing wrtu 1 
A Moroccan rug merchant sport- 
ing a rolodex watch and a Playboy 
bunny logo on his turban sits ground- 
ed on his flying carpet patterned with 
gears Nearby, his camel with pink 
rabbit ears and a mysteriously draped 
hump awaits him Charmed snakes 
complete the imagery. Sound fantasti- 
cal? I his large, colortul print and its 
earlier hand-rendered mock-up is one 
of six sets of images found in senior 
Eric Brickson's Zirkle Mouse show, 
"Ink-to-ink." 
This presentation of the work 
allows the viewer to track the deci- 
sions that l-rickson made to arrive at 
a finished composition. Each fin- 
ished silkscreen print is presented 
with an adjoining mock-up. These 
mock-ups are the hand-drawn and 
painted guides, carefully worked out 
to reflect each finished print. The 
artist paints with printer's ink to 
realize the final colors. 
All of the images incorporate am 
mal forms. They are reminiscent ot car 
toon drawings, treated like stained 
glass. The images and bright colors are 
contained within a broad and heavy 
black line. The silkscreen inks .ire 
opaque, bright and intense' 
The simplicity of the finished 
prints belies the process involved. In 
"Suspect," a composition using a 
large clown face with overlapping 
balloon animals, Erickson used 23 
Colon and pulled 32 impressions to 
arrive at the final print. EficksOfl 
■aid the process "took 125 hours to 
complete. Combining complex color 
and two-dimensional shapes, I 
arrive at compositions that I find 
aesthetically pleasing." 
Equally interesting are the display 
units that he constructed to mount the 
work. The triangular constructions 
mounted on the wall project two sides 
for viewing. This arrangement allows 
Erickson to exhibit his finished print on 
one side and the mock-up on the other. 
The finished prints face forward so the 
viewer mud move through the room 
to see the mock-ups, and can stand at 
the midpoint of a unit to compare the 
finished print to the original design. 
"Ink-to-ink" rounds out a full 
semester of student shows at Zirkle 
House. Tlte exhibit is open Monday 
through Thursday noon to 5 p.m. and 
Friday and Saturday from noon to 4 
p.m. The gallerv will close' after April 
27 and will reopen In the fall. 
JMU SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
The JMU Symphony Orchestra will perform in 
Wilson I lall tonight at B p m. Tickets cost $8 OT $6 
with a JAC cud Call Masterpiece Season Box Office 
at x7000 for tickets or information 
STUDENT DANCE CONCERT 
The Student Dance Concert will be held April i(' 
through 21 at 8pm  in I iodwin I lall room 
fifteen pieces will be featured In the concert' * 
choreographed by students and two choreograplied 
by dance department faculty. The concert costs $6 or 
S3 with a JAC card 
LOMBARD. GRAS 
lonibanii Gm i benefit ono ri -p nsorad by 
Alpha Kappa lambda fraternity. Ata I.HI Alpha 
sorority and Habitat for 1 lumanity, will be held 
Saturday from 11 am  totSpm on Hillside Field 
Tickets are $15 or may be pun haeed In ad* .nice from 
members of Akl and ZTAfar$12  Featured bands 
include Jimmy's I hu ken Shai k, Kfc  theory, 2 
Skinnee Js, Georgia Avenue, Stable Rood and 
fighting Gravity 
'Twin MenaechmF masterfully 
delivers comedy with flair, energy 
ft\ 1*1 * rv VVORTrllNOTOM 
contributing " nttn 
If    Siskel    and     I bert 
never gave am thing three 
thumbs up, thai Is be* mac 
they never got to see 
IMU's production ot "The 
Twin Menace hun' 
Sel design, costuming 
and lighting were .ill won 
derfully dune Larimer- 
Shaeffer Theatre was, w ith 
mini ma I but impressive 
sel design transformed 
into a aorl ol Roman 
forum c oatumea were 
reminiscent ot the flappers 
of the 20s and Vaudeville. 
I he women donned gauzy 
eUftj with esxy leg --lit--. 
and   the   men   displayed 
stripe breasted   vests   un 
dei la kets wHh tails 
lighting   was   subtle, 
tor spotlighting in 
the     more     humorous 
moments.    7 fie    overall 
combination   made   tor  a 
very aesthetically pleating 
production 
Plot wise     there    isn't 
much to say. The entire 
play was summarised in 
the prologue during the 
hrst fhre minutes of the 
show, leaving little 10001 
tor surprise twists or mys- 
tery. Ami the storv line of 
mistaken identity and 11 n 
fusion between twins sep- 
arated as children isn't by 
any means a new concept 
but it was delivered with a 
levd ot tlair and energ\ 
that compensated for the 
plot's lack ol originality. 
Performances wen- 
strong, trom the leads BO 
the non-speaking roles. 
The Mivnuster, plaved by 
senior Nikki Fink, drew 
main    laughs,   and    she 
nearly stole the show as a 
walrus mou ltB( bed 
French cook, bumping 
everyone on stage with 
her  hysterically   stuffed 
bell\ 
Freshman |aaon Vicente 
gave •*!) amazing ••upport- 
ing performance as lhe< >ld 
Man He waddled around 
endearingly with •' cane 
and delivered his Ink's ill .1 
clever, likable manner 
Senior Shannon I istol 
was extraordinary as 
Mcseenio One ol the 
finest moments ol the plav 
occurred when 1 Istol 
modeled her muscles like 
a    midget    version    of 
Arnold Schwarzenegger 
and then Single handedlv 
executed some serious 
kung In lighting abiht\ in 
MV TWIN, page 20 
Poet cultivates 
cultural verses 
Being National Poetry Month, I feel it only proper to 
share my thoughts on a poet dear to me. Sure, I could 
spend hours in the library researching someone like 
Milton, Shakespeare or Elliot, but I'd rather introduce 
you to a poet, perhaps not as famous as the previously 
mentioned members of the literati, but undoubtedly 
|US1 as important. 
The first time I met E. Ethelbert Miller was at the end 
of my junior year of high school. I was enrolled in an 
advanced creative writing class and, as part of a visiting 
writers program, I got to hear Miller speak. The event M as 
pai ked that May afternoon. (. Hir class and an assortment 
ot interested students and teachers were nestled inside the 
lobby of the home economics department I had previous- 
l\ taken Miller on a personal, cut rate, no expenses paid 
"tour" of our high school. We had shared words, but sit- 
ting In my chair and watching the poet lean against (he 
podium, I still felt a distance between him, that invisible 
chasm one senses in the presence of someone of fame or 
notoriety Until, that is, he began to speak in a soft, wel- 
coming voice that immediately bricked up that wide 
abyss of formality. 
It has been two years since I last met personally with 
the African*Ameriosn poet, but I managed recently to con- 
tact him and ask him a few questions pertaining to poetry 
and the life of the poet. 
Considering mat Miller is perhaps not as well-recog- 
nized as he should be, I feel it only fair to give a brief his- 
tory on someone whom I consider to be a wonderful con- 
temporary poet. Ihough he is the director ol the African- 
American Resource Center at Howard University in 
Washington, DC, I want to concentrate here on E. 
Ethelbert Miller the poet. Miller is the composer of five 
collections of poetry (including my personal  favorite, 
"Whispers, Secrets & Promises") and most recently a 




by  senior writer 
Zak Salih 
Though dense with culture, his poetry is not meant 
solely for African-Americans to read. "I feel my poetry 
is accessible to everyone," he said. "Since I consider 
myself an African-American, issues of culture are very 
important to me. I hope my work helps the reader to 
appreciate and understand issues affecting the African- 
American community." 
Poetry is written for many purposes. Like William 
Wordsworth's "Songs of Innocence" and "Songs ol 
I •perience," it can inform people about social injustices, 
or like Edward Lear's limericks, it can entertain. Miller's 
poetry, however, can be seen as politual. an effort to 
"change how people think. I want to move people into 
dialogue," Miller said. 
His poetry centers on the African-American experience 
but also draws connections to other cultures, including 
Arab-Americans. I le is open and honest in his words and 
images, conjuring up events of both beauty and stark hor- 
ror, MM h as this short poem: 
Orphan in Beirut 
yesterday 
1 had a mother and father 
yesterday 
I had two arms 
The construction of his poems ranges from simplistic 
to intricate. What remains inside them all, regardless 
of how they are formed, is a cultural, spiritual 
essence. It's like looking at quaint environmental 
paintings from ancient Chinese or Japanese periods, 
images of fishermen dwarfed by craggy mountains 
shrouded in mist. One reads a Miller poem and feels 
spiritually satiated. For example, this poem, drawn 
from the author's Web site: 
Buddha Weeping in Winter 
snow tailing on pravers 
covering the path 
made by your footprints 
I wait for Spring 
ami the return ot love 
how endless 
is this whiteness 
like letters without 
envelopes 
When asked the traditional question oi whether he had 
any advice for aspiring or practicing posts lure al |MU, 
Millers answer itreaaad a more fundamental acknowl- 
edgement ot beaut\ as opposed to simple mechanics It's 
important to see the poet's |ournev as being a spiritual 
one," he si id C.IKHI writing is found outsidi the class- 
room; it has a place among the Rowers, trees .m.i moun- 
tains. |f we an to write well we mus| first learn how to 
acknowledge the beaut)  ol 
things around US, I his beauty 
should always keep us hum 
ble; our words can never fully 
daai ribe it fhis is perhaps the 
tirsi lesson a good writer 
should learn 
For moss interested In team- 
ing more about ti>e Ufa and 
work of Miller, visit his Web 
BHe at tflWUItYtlu-Uwtmillir.timi 
I la tan be reached via e mall 
at nrr/lfera^Msol com. 
E. Ethelbert Miller's poems 
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'Spy Kids' stays on top 
'Bridget Jones' brings best debut in UK 
-I ii'Mil M>sii Mos 
Screen stills of "Black & White" offer players a stimulating visual environment. 
Playing your own God 
li> Sll QftAINGR 
senior writer 
Have you ever wanted to 
be .i god? Ever have divine 
tendencies? Well now you 
can prove your deity in .1 new 
computer game by i lonhead 
Studios In "Black & White/ 
the player takes on the role of 
.i £ixl whose powei depends 
on worship iu> or she can 
gain followers' worship by 
performing miracles, .lemon 
straclng wrath or leaching 
them to obey 
With   amazingly   realistk 
scenery,    "Black   &    White 
immerses players in .i visuall) 
stimulating environment   rhe 
game is based on real tune, thus 
the sun   rivs and   Bets,   s,Msnns 
. hange, rain uUb spceadrcaU) 
and people live and die ["he 
sheer detail and complexity *>i 
the game is astounding I verj 
character has .. realistk lite, 
lu>rds ot animals graze in the 
Raids, trees and bushes sway in 
the wind and everything reacts 
to ihe tow h ot the user's hand 
ihe user can pi.iv H Ith the 
scenery — pick up trees ,IMI 
male, people or  rocks and 
time, them into the distance 
or roll them ,is DOW ling balls. 
While it could  be seen .is 
t rin I   and   inuisii.il.  the  user 
plays a god and there are no 
rules other than those thai he 
or she makes 
Perhaps the most amaz- 
ing feature ol the game, how ■ 
ever is the creature I ver) 
god has a creature; it acts as 
the physical representation 
to the people I a< h creature 
i an be trained by the playei 
However, it wIII bet i me fust 
whal the playi i makes it to 
he ir it ts taughl to do bad 
things, it will be< ome e\ il 
and it it is taught to do a 
tt w ill become good 
\a the game progress* s 
users come In contact with 
other gods and their crea- 
tures ">th which users mat 
form alliances or battle    II 
players i hooac to battle, their 
respective creatures ftghl and 
ihe winner determines the 
outcome ol the bottle 
between Ihe gods 
I here B     also     more     tO 
"Black & White' than .1 sin 
gle player story line Gods 
and • reaturea «an play w 11I1 
other re.il deities (other play 
era) online, pitting creature 
againsl . reature or teaming 
up with other players 
». rverall, this game is .i stun 
nin^ masterpiece o4 beautiful 
imbined with Incred* 
ihie artificial intelligence Not 
onl) is tins game gorgeous 
Ij hut it s also .HI 
addicting adventure. "Black & 
v\ hite ' tans beware I his 
game can develop into .1 pro 
crastination de\ ice 
Black k white ,s avail- 
able in most computer soft- 
ware stores, lor more infor- 
matlon  or  to order It  online 
go to the manufai turer's Web 




BY ANTHONY MARI-MK HANO 
senior writer 
1 he Easter Bunny delivered 
.1 basket ol kids to theaters this 
weekend    .ind    helped    "Spy 
Kids" continue its reign atop 
the  box  office  for  the  third 
week in a row. 
The Robert Rodriguez- 
directed kiddie action flick 
pulled in .1 solid $12.5 mil- 
lion, dropping off only 27 
percent from last week. The 
Miramax release has earned 
.111 impressive $68.3 million 
in 17 days. 
"Along Came a Spider" 
landed in second for Ihe set 
ond week in a row The 
Paramount release, which 
st.us Morgan Freeman and 
Monica Totter, made SI 1.5 mil- 
lion over Ihe holiday week 
end. The kidnapping drama 
has made $33.9 million in its 
10 days in release. 
Among the crop ol mu 
releases this weekend. "Hndgrt 
[ones's Diary" landed the 
MgBBSt opening. The Miramax 
release debuted  on  Friday  Ihe 
13th with ,i moderate $10.7 mil- 
lion rhe Hntish comedy, which 
st.its Ranee ZeUweger .is the title 
character; also debuted in the 
United Kingdom with one of the 
most successful openings >n the 
l k everwimSlMrniffion 
The newest Saturday 
Night Live alum feature film. 
staring David Spade, landed 
in fourth over the weekend. 
"Joe Dirl," which also stars 
(. hristopher Walken and Kid 
Rock, made S8 million. The 
Sony release opened last 
Wednesday and has totaled 
$10.7 million in five dai S. 
"Kingdom  ( ome '   opened 
Strongl)    in   sixth   place.   The 
Fox Searchlight release, star 
ing   Whoopl   l.oldberg.   II 
I and fada Pinker! Smith, 
made B solid $7 6 million. The 
movie played in only i,in 
theaters and had the best pel 
screen average of ihe week 
The drama follows a dysfuiu 
tional familj uniting for the 
death ot their lather. 
opening   vvilh    barely   a 
meow  this past weekend was 
IceJe and me Pussycats." The 
adaptation of the old cartoon 
pawed its way to a meager 
$-1.6 million and seventh place 
The comedy, panned by critics, 
stars lara Rcid and Rachel 
I eigh Cook and looks like it 
will fall off the box office 
charts soon. 
[Wo  major  releases are on - 
their    way    to   theaters    next   I 
weekend 
Tom Green invades theatei 
with his directorial debut in i 
"Freddy Got  lingered." The ■ 
brain dead corned) pairs Green   '• 
with Rip P m 
With the success of "The '. 
c rocodile      I lunter,"      there 
seemed to be .» need for a third j 
Crocodile  Dundee  flick,  or so ■ 
studios thought   This weekend • 
will bring us Paul I logBJI as the « 
character that  put him  on the *, 
map in "Crocodile Dundee m j 
I-OS Angeles 
(♦ APART M RNTS ♦) 
'Loch apartment includes: 
• Large living room and separate kitchen 
• One large bedroom 
' One full bathroom 
• Air conditioning 
• On-site laundry facilities 
• free parking 
'Why live with a 
crowd! Have your own 




A. sfton walk to campus and on thz bus route.  
Thai Cuisine 
m Taste of Thai 
Mon-Thurs  11-10 
Fri-Sat 11-10:30 
Sun 11-9:30 
TEL (540) 801-8878 
917 S. High Sireel Harrisonhurn, Va 22801 
The people you*don't know 
GO     '■ 
contributing to the community 
00 
finding strength in numbers 
oo   ■ m     il 
celebrating the individual within 
the community 
00 
the people who make JMU a 
special place 
00 
the SPIRIT at James Madison 
University... 
COMMUNITY GATHERING 
THURSDAY APRIL 19"' 
NOON 
WILSON HALL STEPS 
(Kain Location: Phillips Center Ballr oom 
Sponsored by Omicron Delta Kappa and The Center 
lor leadership. Service and Transitions 
ext. 3453 




rights of women and girls BIDUnd 
the world. "Women Can't Wail for 
Equality Now" is Kisod on i July 
1999 report (rom Kquahty Now 
called the "Beijing -5 review" - a 
report detailing discriminator) laws 
antnsl women In45countries. Alter 
talking to women from various 
countries and watching videos on 
the problems they faced, [ones wrote 
the play "Women Can't Wait ,.. lor 
Equality Now" to tell the stories of 
the women involved, ('.quality Now 
commissioned the play to promote 
its international campaign Igrinri 
discriminatory laws. 
"It's no! about pointing a linger at 
any one country," Jones said. "We've 
all got to look more CBISfuUv at how 
we treat each other." [ones said. 
"We're in this together." 
Jones, who started out writing 
poetr\ and Liter moved on to writing 
plays, also recited two poems. "Your 
AUDRi.v WOODtaitor pfcauf/qpfef 
Sarah Jones performs In the 
name of women's equality. 
Revolution will not happen between 
these thighs/' depicts the various 
cultural Influences of the world. 
"Model C Mi/en, was written after 
the death of her Bifttl from a heroin 
overdose and described the uiYBjaJJs- 
tic images of models. She offend 
advice to writers and artists "Don't 
give it up," she said. "I feel really 
lucky and grateful to get to do this " 
Cooperation of several organiza- 
tions brought Jones to JMU. The 
see WOMAN, inxr 21 
4Pussycat' makes mere meow 
BY SCOTT KIM; 
staff writer 
The opening of the 
movie was peal It ¥t$t M if 
I were watching a really 
good "Saturday Night I ne 
HCttch There were actors 
like Seth Green ("Austin 
Powers"), Donald Adeosun 
hi i son ("Clueless"), and 
Breckin Meyer ("Road 
Trip") as members of a boy 
band named Du|our. They 
were a mockery of N'Sync 
and Backstreet Boy-like 
bands, making fun of every 
thing from their moves, to 
their clothes, to the way 
they talk. 
In this scene, Dujour 
makes an appearance in an 
airport before they are 
whisked away in a plane by 
Wyatt (Alan dimming), their 
manager Mid flight, the boys 
approach Wyatt about an 
underlviiiK sound they hear 
on their new I I) He tells the 
boys he will kx>k into the 
matter and then abandons 
them by means of a para- 
chute. The Kind goes down 
in flames while Wvatt lands 
in the small town of 
Riverdalc looking to discover 
the next big thing. 
The prob- 
lem with the 
opening is 
that its so 
good the rest 
of the movie 
|ust can't live 
up to it The 
movie actual- 
ly seems 
worse than it 
really is due 
to high 
expectations 
after such a 
comedic start. In the end, 
though, the problem is the 
plot, which is looser than I 
storyline from the old '70s car- 
toon that the film is based on. 
Once in Riverdale, 
Wyatt stumbles upon The 
Pussycats. The band is 
composed of lead singer 
Josie (Rachael Leigh Cook), 




RACHAFL LEIGH COOK 





(Rosario Dawson) and 
drummer Melody (Tara 
Reid) Without even hear- 
ing the girls play, Wyatt 
















which leaves you wonder- 
ing, if these girls have any 
friends or family at all. 
Wyatt and his boss 
Fiona (Parker Posey) are 
responsible for creating 
teen sensations and filling 
their music with sublimi- 
nal messages. These mes- 
sages allow the govern- 
ment to control what the 
new and hip fads will be. 
Basically it is a jab at the 
pop-music industry 
Reid's real life boy toy, 
Carson Daly, makes a 
cameo appearance. In the 
scene Carson admits that 
MTV, and more specifically 
"Total Request Live," is just 
a front for the government 
and explains how he has 
been hired to kill the 
Pussycats. 
Overall, "Josie and the 
Pussycats" is an improve- 
ment over other teen- 
focused movies. With the 
exception of the loose plot, 
the movie is quite watch- 
able. Perhaps the big movie 
execs weren't thinking 
when they focused on a 
preteen audience that has 
most likely never seen the 
old '70s cartoon. The movie 
would have been better off 
if it had been written for an 
older age group, people 
who can actually remember 
seeing the cartoon when 
they were kids. 
The Wait is Over*** 
2 Full Time Tattoo Artists on staff now 
Painted JUdq 7*ttM 
Tattoos & Piercings 
Harrisonburg's Premier Tattoo & Piercing Studio 
HOURS: 
Tues • Thurs: 12 - 7pm 
Fri & Sat: 12 - 9pm 
No Checks Accepted 
433-5612 
200 South Avenue Off Rte 42 • www.paintedladytattoo.com 
WHAT DID YOU DO IAST MMW 
EARN OVER $600.00 PER WEEK 
UVE IN VIHCIMA DOfll. VinCIMA 
BE PART OF THE TRADITION 
raiOTEncnm- 
SUNRAYS STUOIO 
IS LOOKING FOR THE RIGHT PEOPLE 
FOR ITS 2001 SEASON STAFF 
WORK ON THE BEACH 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
ARE YOU HIGHLY MOTIVATED? 
DO YOU LIKE THE BEACH? 
ARE YOU GOOD WITH PEOPUT? 
IF so. CALL I -800-696-20! 8 TODAY 
OR APPLY DIRECTLY AT 
MaW^II)IO(OM 




MOVING HELPERS •WAREHOUSE HELPERS 
MAY-SEPTEMBER • NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
$9+  PER 1101'11-BOM'S POTENTIAL 








JK Moving & Storage, Inc. 
*s^jp s» 
\> 
j7Q3)_200-42«2 J0BS@JKM0VIWC.COM  WWW.JKM0VIIW.COM (800) «73-«4«? 
1 I I 
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'Surviving' in Hollywood 
STYLE 
WHO NEEDS VARIETY? 
liMiniliT Lopez h.isilropped out of a 
film project in which she would 
have portrayed Mexican artist frida 
Kahlo Instead. Lopez is negotiating 
to play an FBI agent in Tony Scott's 
Taking Lira." in this film"I .y,/- 
character tries to hunt down ,1 Hfial 
killer. I guc-.s Ms I ope/ doesn't like 
to hranch out into new ihar.ulcr 
i isidering she has a short list 
of starring roles and has played cops 
in three of them already ("Money 
Train," "Out of Sight," and "The 
Cell") This latest flick looks to be 
qulk similar to "The Cell." 
Will. ANYONE NOTICE? 
finally NBC did what had to be 
done, only they are three or four 
Mais too late. In May. Ihcy will 
take the long-running sitcom, 
"3rd Rock From the Sun" and 
put it out of its misery by finallv 
cancelling it The unfunny alien- 
oriented program will feature a 
performance from Elvis 
Coslello in Ihe series finale air- 
ing .'ii May 22 at 8 p m  Now. il 
only it would transport itself out 
of late-night repeals 
THE APOLOCAPYSE IS 
UPON US: Not only does he con- 
tinue lo poison our eves with horri- 
ble acting but now Steven Seagal is 
going to invade our aan with 
muah   Yai you 
heard right, I 
didn't klic* e it 
either, but it 
appears he is 
attempting 
some sort of a 
career in musk 
It seems lu- has 
gotten    Wyclef 
Jean to produce 
some of the 
tracks on the 
album l think ihe km torn to hear 
will be his cover of Bob Marley's 
legendary "Redemption Song." As 
much as I want all of this news to be 
a joke, unfortunately it is the truth. 
Maybe Marley's ghosl will come to 
S'.ig.ii in .1 dream and. onvince him 
to  ncontider  his actions  for the 
good of mankind. 
NO, NO, NO!! Current Survivor 
contestant, footwear designer and 
goddess Elisabeth Filarski. has 
become engaged to Boston College 
quarterback Tim Hasselbeck. 
Apparently the two have been dat- 
ing for several 
ran, however I 
still see my own 
personal chance 
wilh her. She 
and I have vet to 
meet in person. 
so once that 
happens, big. 
bad I l.isselback 
w-ill have to step 
aside and accept 
the fact thai the 
two of us were meant lor e.u h other. 
Well, maybe not, but this is what I 
tell myself along with every other 
SURVIVING HOLLYWOOD: 
En-Survivor Jerri Manlhey is 
going after another large cash 




by sL'nior writer 
Anthony Marcheghino 
require much less work and 
clothes. The aspiring actraae il 
currently negotiating for her own 
outback sl\ le spread in Playboy. 
TALKING BOUT OUR GEN- 
ERATION: The hrsl official trib- 
ute album to legendary British 
rock group. The Who, is currently 
in Ihe works. Among the arttatl 
performing on the album are 
Phish (who will do "5:15"). David 
Bowie ("Pictures ot I ilv"). Sheryl 
Crow ("Behind Blue Eves") and 
Pearl Jam (Ihe kids \„- 
Alright"). The album is due in 
stores on June 12. 
THE HORROR, THE HOR- 
ROR: Miramax has dished oul 
52 million to screen legend 
Marlon Brando for a cameo in 
the upcoming sequel "Scary 
Movie 2." Brando's work in Ihe 
film was put on the hack burner 
lasl week after he checked into a 
California hospital battling 
pneumonia. The Godfather 
plays a priest who performs an 
exorcism. 
compiled bf JEHI MOSER 
The Afrfu, dcxtgef 
Tragic Farm Aittdenti Tuesday 9 p.m. 
An.el Fall Wednesday 
'Twin Menaechmi' takes the stage 
/ Wlh   '"irti/wyc U 
A comedk combat Kane, 
faother pi'.ik of l.iughter h,ip- 
pened when senior |im George 
came out with .1 btx>nvbm Mutfc 
blasted while he s.m^ about how he 
"can'l gel no sjtisf.ntion/' .ill the 
while .loin>; hootv-sh.ik.'-- and 
chest-shimmies in the faces of 
shocked audience members. 
Senior Rob Wilson v\.is brilliant 
.!*• Mfii.uvhmus One. portraying a 
sleazy, thieving con artist and adul- 
terer in a way that made the audi- 
ence lau>;h ami love what could 
have been .1 heinous villain. 
Wilson's  level of realism in  the 
midst t>t such hi/anv PIIVSK.II corn- 
ed)   wat a tribute to his skill and 
profearionalbm as an actor. 
Freshman Connor Pux gave .1 
spectacular performance as 
Menaechrnua two lie delivered 
even the most difficult dialogue 
with ease and interpreted his 
character with stunning energy 
IK' successfully faced the chal- 
lenges of his role, including a 
part where he pretends to go 
insane. Tux remained both com- 
fortable and entertaining in the 
spotlight 
\-- with any Show, ' Ihe Twin 
Menaechmi'" had its weakness* 
es. For one thing, there were 
many lines and allusions to 
modern events and people that. 
while humorous, were highly 
distracting And, because the 
cast had Budl a thorough and 
comfortable grasp of their lines, 
dialogue was at times delivered 
too quickly for the audience's 
understanding But the positive 
aspects far overpowered the 
negative. 
Sitting in Ihe audience, don't be 
surprised w hen a girl breathes fire 
"ii Stage, a magician reaches over 
and pulls something from behind 
your ear or the very tirst character 
to appear comes out and sits on 
your lap. "The Twin Menaechmi" 
is chock-full of audience interat 
lion, and no one in the cast or the 
audience is allowed to take them- 
self too seriously. 
All in all. the performance was .' 
fun, rowdy time S» scrounge up the 
spare change between the cushions 
of your couch and get over to "The 
Twin Menaechmi." It will be the 
best S6 you've spent in a long time 
The Twin Menaechmi" contin- 
ues at Larimer Shaeffer Theatre in 
Duke Hall at 8 p.m through April 
20. Tickets are $8 regularly and $6 
with a JAC card. 
The   Biltmore 
Oji Thursday 
Karaokei Friday 
My Blue Pilk Saturday, 12 
CALHOUN's 
Mike Mulvaneyi Thursday 8 p.m. 
Calhoun s Jaxn Friday 7 p.m. 
JMU Jaxai Tuesday § p.m. 
Steve Parks Project* Wednesday 
FINNIGAN'S COVE 
Todd Shaeffer. Thursday. 1 
Cypsyi Friday, 13 
Jimmy O Tuesday. 13 
The Highlawn Pavilion 
Ladies Nijhti Thursday O Saturday 
Senior Class Baihi Tuesday 
Karaokei Wednesday 
Ddve's Tdverna 
Jeremiah Prophet) Tuesday 
Jaijn Wednesay 
Mainitreet bar < grill 
The Worxi Saturday, f 10 in advance, f 12 at door 
Mooch and Jueit. Idle Richi Tuesday. 15 
Port Republic with jueil, Small Town Worker* 
Wedneiday. IS 
The Little Grill 
Larry Keel Experience. Thursday. 9 p.m. 17 
Soufi Brothers! Friday. IS su£i'ested donation 
Charloitville Drum Choiri Saturday. 9 p,m. 
         13 luttested donation 
1BWS 
Karaokei Monday and Thursday 
I.2S wing> Tuesday 
Todd Schlabachi Wednesday 
 RYAN lUDLOSKI/sr/i** atia 
TODAY: 
7:30   UREC 
9:00   COMM CLASS 
11:00 GROUP AT LIBRARY 
12:00 LUNCH AT MRS. 
GREENS W/TARA 




...GET TO SUNCHASE NOW 
WHILE THERE IS STILL 





College Park- Ashby Crossing 
Last Day of Class BASH 
Friday April 271:00 pm till 
Kick off Summer witk.: 
-Live music by KJ: Tk.eo.'y 
and Small Town Wo^ks... 
-Delicious Ba-'beque chicken 
\or just a buck (proceeds to 
.American Cancer Society) 
-Volleyball Tournament 
-Dunking Booth, with .Askby staff 
-Swimsuit Contest.,, and lots more 
¥K8 fitt 
College Park-Ashby Crossing 
1191 Devon Lane 
432-1001 EOUf   HOUSING OPPORTUNITY 
STYLE 
Rapper Big Pun plays on posthumously 
H> MlM CwnsNH kl-H 
contributing writer 
A streel mural in New York reads* 
I ..tins going pKitinum was destined 
to one ... Big Pun." Big Pun's posthu- 
mous LP, Endangered Species, which 
hit stores on April 3, gives listeners a 
l.isl opportunity to enjoy Pun's work 
while allowing Pun a (inal chaiw to 
claim the title of the best rap lyridsl 
with another record destined for 
platinum status 
Endangered Species is a collection of 
unreleased songs, collaboration! found 
OH fellow artists' records and a few of 
his own hits from Capital AMMMMJ 
Loud Records' tribute to Pun offers 24 
tracks, 20 of which are actual songs, 
including six new n It MM 
Highlights of the CD include the 
lirst single "How We Roll." which con- 
tains a sample ol thebr.it USed in I.HKt 
Jackson's "Let's Wait Awhile" The 
lyrics mesh pert.xtlv with the beats on 
,i song that I think could become a 
crossover smash. 
Lyrically, Pun remains on the 
plateau created by his previous albums 
Capital Punishment am) Yttah Baby. 
Complimenting the lyrical content is 
excellent production by Fat Joe. 
I Nv*rsityo4 beats keeps the listen 
er in tune throughout the LP 
Commercially successful songs 
including the hit. "Still Not a Player," 
'Off the Books" and "The Dream 
Shatterer" appear off previous 
records. But the true beauty on 
Endangered  Sptciei  \t  (bund  in  the 
unreleased songfl snd the collection 
of K>me oi Tuns most luocsssful 
guest appesnuices 
mnesyofLTA DKKOKDS 
The tracks. ' H.inned with TV" off 
of Noreaga's NOR I. "John Blaze" 
oft Lit Joe's Don Cartagena and "Pina 
Colada" ofl th«' Run" Ryder'8 Rwteor 
Die Vol. I .uld to Pun's legacy. On the 
flip  side,  the  remixes of  Brandy's 
"Top of the World" and Ricky 
Martin's "I ivin la Vida Loca" are out 
of place on the LP. These two songs 
are a major blemish 
Pun quickly redeems himself on 
the newly released tracks, 
"Mamma" and "Wishful Thinking." 
"Mamma" features an outstanding 
hook sung by fellow Latino hip-hop 
artist Tony Sunshine and a great 
beat that grabs listener attention 
from the start. "Wishful Thinking 
features Pun, Fat Joe, Kool G. Rap 
and B Real I on a lyrical master 
piece. 
Overall, Loud Records' tribute to 
Big Pun, which follows his death 
from a heart attack and respiratory 
failure in February 2000. is a nice 
collection. Both the newly released 
material and collaborations with 
other artists included on the album 
are outstanding. 
The past hits included in the 
album will garner support from 
commercial listeners. Remixes of 
pop hits and previous releases ,ire 
the only weaknesses on the album. 
Endangered Species gives UsttntTl I 
List opportunity to appreciate Big 
Pun's music on an IP that 1 would 
give three mics on a scale of five. 
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Woman speaks out in Arts Week 
History honor fraternity, held their bi- 
annual student art ials featuring paint- 
ings, prints, photOS, drawings, sculp- 
tures, cemniCB and metal works. 
Students submitting work had the 
option 10 have their work on display or 
to sell it. 
The Swing Dance Club per- 
formed on April 12 showing swing 
dancing steps such as the lindyhop, 
hollywood  and aerials and offered 
- afterward. 
"There v\-i-> ,i neal turnout, and the 
Sv% ing I >ame l lub gained new  mem 
ben because of it." nid senior Sam 
Taliaferro, Arts Week committee mem- 
ber and Swing Dance Club member 
"Arts Week is very Important 
because students are losing contad 
with the arts. Taliaferro laid 1 am try- 
ing to push the Center of the Arts pro- 
posal from Dr. Cole Welter which 
would create more space for theater, 
visual art, dance, SMAD and musk 
\rts \\,vk helps to inform students 
about the problem the arts depart- 
ments are facing." 
Senior Matt Ducker, gardu loo! Web 
master said, "It's wonderful because 
it's spontaneous; Ifs nol ■> canned, 
sponsored event It grew out of a desire 
to express something profound." 
WOHAh fnmp§gt 19 
University Program Board, Black 
Student Alliance, gardu loo!, Si-tet 
Speak, the creative writing and 
women's studies programs and the 
Center for Multicultural Student 
Services (CMSS) co-sponsored the 
event. 
Sirah lanes' UBS oi .<rt as a form of 
M ti\ ism is also the main thread of Si-ter 
Spttk .is .m organization, aawefocuaon 
the awareness oi women's issues 
through tlie creative arts published in 
our literary magazine," Mingesaid. 
The third-annual Arts Week, held 
April ** - 16. featured .1 variety of 
events and showcased many different 
art forms on campus. Book discus- 
sions, poetry readings, comedy and 
musical performances, dance perfor- 
m.iiues and speakers were held 
throughout the week. 
In addition to UPB's film festival in 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, a foreign film 
festival in Kcczell Hall provided a fresh 
alternative with "The Grand Illusion." 
"Like Water for Chocolate," "life is 
Beautiful" and "Seven Samuri." New 
and Improv'd and Big Honkin' Sketch 
show performed April 9 in Taylor 
Down Under. 
Kappi   Pi,   a   co ed   Art   and   Art 
The people you don't know 
oo 
contributing to the community 
oo 
finding strength in numbers 
celebrating the individual within 
the community 
oo 
the people who make JMU a 
special place 
00 
the SPIRIT at James Madison 
University... 
COMMUNITY GATHERING 
THURSDAY APRIL 19TH 
NOON 
WILSON HALL STEPS 
 (Rain Location: Phillips Center Ballroom)  
Sponsored by Omicron Delta Kappa and The Center 
for Leadership, Service and Transitions 
ext. 3453 
I \ A HURRY? 
WE DO SPECIAL 
ORDERS FAST! 
...sure we have all the hits and lots of 
neat independent titles, but if you're 
looking for something rare, even 
downright strange, run it by us. 
Our experts will span the 
globe looking lor your music! 
434-99969 
790-96 E MARKET STREET 
in Kroger Shopping Center) 
i WIIH STORES m 
CHAHtOTTlSVIIIf AM) RICHMOND lOOl 
Programmer/ Analysts 
Cubicles?? 
We ain't got no stinkin' cubicles!!! 
No work experience required. IMS Inc. needs 5 
programmers. Located 10 miles North of 
Washington, D.C. We use many different 
languages, support biomedical research and 
employ 165 people. No layoffs in 27 years!! 
You must know one language well, have BS 
& 2.9+ GPA. 
See www.IMSWEB.com or Call toll free 1-888-680-5057 
NTC Communications 






Come by and visit NTC staff at our tent for free giveaways ww^!tc3Jom.com 
and sign up for your NTC connection for Fall 2001! 
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B      L      U      E      S      T      0      N      E 
will be 
im 23-27 
Pick yours up on the Commons, in Zane Showker 
Lobby or the College Center patio from 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m. Only students who reserved books last 
fall can pick one up on the 23rd, but the rest of 
the week is open to everyone. 
books are WULL but limited, so hurry! FREE
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LH1 LvTS 
L Dorrt call It a comeback? 
A look at a possible 
return to the court for 
Michael Jordan. 
Page 26 
"We're dissatisfied that we 
didn't blow them out. " 
MINDY LEHER 
senior lacrosse player 
tet story below 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
Childers named Virginia Coach 
of the Year 
Women's basketball coach Bud 
Chikden was named 2000-01 Virginia 
Coach of the Year by the Virginia 
Sports Information Directors (VASID). 
Childers coached the Dukes to a 
23-10 record and a semifinals 
appearance in the Women's National 
Invitation Tournament. 
The VaSID also chose sophomore 
forward Nadine Morgan to the VaSID 
all-state MCOnd li.ini. Morgan led the 
Dukes with 13.1 points and 7 
rebounds per game. 
Fencers receive awards 
The fencing team honored six 
timers with team awards for the 
2000-01 season. 
IliniOI sabre fencer Allison 
Schwartz was named Most Valuable 
Fencer for the second consecutive 
year. Schwartz finished the season 
114-36 and placed ninth in the 
NCAA National Championships. 
Schwartz was selected as .in honor- 
able mention Ail-American for the 
second straight year and is also the 
the first JMU fencer to have three 
consecutive 100-win seasons. 
Freshman foilist Jennifer Redmore 
was named Rookie of the Year. 
Redmore finished with an 100-55 
record in her first year with the team. 
Junior epeeist Erin Tully, sopho- 
more foilist Maegan Clark and 
freshman sabre fencer Diana Sir.uk 
were all chosen Most Improved in 
their respective events. 
Juniors Beth Larson and Erinn 
Reed were both selected for the 
Coach's Award for their intangible con- 
tributions to the team. 
Blanton places 18th at Nationals 
Junior gymnist Nick Blanton 
competed in the USAG Collegiate 
Nationals held in Davis, Calif, on 
April 13. Blanton finished 18th in 
the all-around competition with a 
score of 47.850. 
Men's basketball awards reception 
The men's basketball team will hold 
its 2000-01 awards reception on April 27 
from 7-8:30 p.m. at Calhoun's Restaurant 
& Brewing Co. in Harrisonburg. 
The program will include bighlights 
from the season and an awards cere- 
mony. For reservations call 568-6462 by 
noon, April 25. 
11< Id Hockey 
I he club field hockey team will be 
attending their annual spring tourna- 
ment at University of Maryland in 
College Park, Md. this weekend. 
JMU will be playing the University 
of I Vlaw.ire. who Ihev beat in the fall 
lor the national title. This game will 
be one of eight games played 
between Friday and Saturday. 
Howling 
Male high game: sophomore Ste\ en 
Kramer, 247; freshman AJ Schuster, 
' i     'I'homore Andrew Welti, 201. 
female  high  game:  junior   Karen 
Casika,  IM. senior Kim I'avne,  157; 
sophomore Julie Nothnagel, 146. 
Male high series: Kramer, 665. 
Female high SSI ies Castka, 456. 
Roller Hockey 
The roller tux-key club team won the 
Carolina       Hurricanes       Collegiate 
Challenge Tournament this past week 
end. JMU beat Fast Carolina University 
4-1 in the championship game 
Sophomore Charlie PrassO led the 
learn with 13 goals in the tournament, 
while junior  lason  While added one 
goal and eight assists over the weekend 
Men's Volleyball 
The men's club volleyball team 
earned ninth place out of 48 teams 
,ii \IRSA Nationals last week in 
Kansas City, Mo.    ^_^___^__ 
Seniors go out on winning note 
UNC-Wilmington await Dukes in CAA Tournament this weekend 
Fll.Fr1H>T<V.Wfn. Tittn 
Sophomore Christy Michaux fell In straight sets 1-6. 4-6 against GWU. 
BY JEFF CRBTZ 
senior writer 
1   II   I     PHOTO   IrN/fTM    llltl* 
Freshman Marie Zeslnger defeated her opponent 7-5. 6-4 on Thursday. 
The JMU women's tennis learn 
defeated the George Washington 
University Colonials this past 
Friday, 5-2, at Godwin Courts. The 
victory elevates the team to a 7-8 
cumulative record for the spring 
campaign. Their CAA record rem- 
.iins.it 2-1. 
Number one singles player 
senior Sheri Puppo defeated 
Tracy Wei in straight sets, 6-2 
and 6-2. Second-seeded senior 
Lauren Dalton fell to Nazli 
Gencsoy in three sets. Dalton 
took the first set 6-4, but 
c ..'in soy rebounded and took 
the final two by scores of 6-3 
and 6-2 Junior Elizabeth Simon 
needed three sets to defeat 
Lindy First. Her scores were 4- 
6, 6-3 and 6-2. Freshman 
Margie Zesinger defeated 
Katarina Stastny in straight sets 
7-5 and 6-4. 
"I had some early leads 
against  her (Stastny) and  then 
she picked up the level .1 bit," 
Zesinger said. "It was a very 
close match, but 1 didn't let any- 
thing bother me." 
Sophomore Christy Michaux 
fell in straight Md (1 4, 4-6) to 
Samantha Fisher. Sixth-seeded 
senior Carol Culley defeated 
Susie C Oggin 6-3 in the first set 
The second set w.is It-It incom- 
plete as Coggin pulled out with 
an ankle injury. In the lone sin- 
gles'exhibition match, freshman 
Brittany Rowley fell to |en 
Sunshine 8-2. 
"I tried to control the match 
by being more aggressive and 
offensive," Culley said. "I 
wanted to dictate how the 
points were played. I was try- 
ing to play smart tennis." 
Regarding the upcoming 
tournament, Culley said, "As 
the season has progressed, 
everyone has steadily increased 
their playing. If we get past 
UNC-Wilmington, we're going 
to be playing the number one 
seed, and it could go either 
way. We're going to give them 
an exciting match. We're 
ready." 
JMU won the first two dou- 
bles matches Puppo and Dalton 
defeated First and Stastny 8-6. 
Simon and Michaux look the 
\ u ton over Wei and Gencsoy 8- 
2. Fisher and Goggin of GWU 
defeated Zesinger and senior 
Sarah Granson 8-4. 
"It was the seniors' last match 
of their collegiate careers," 
Zesinger said. "It was very Md ll 
the end. Coach (Maria] Malerba 
gave each senior roses ... this is 
the last time we're going to play 
on these courts." 
"The CAA tournament is this 
.veekenil We are seeded numbei 
lour and will play UNC-W in the 
tirst round. Our games are at the 
highest level at this point in the 
season. We .ire peaking at the 
right time." 
Malerba said, "I've got four 
seniors on  the  team  heading 
into the tournament . . this is 
their last conference tourna- 
ment and they know that all 
the teams in the CAA are defi- 
nately beatable. 
"The top three teams (The 
College of William & Mary, 
('Id Dominion University, and 
Virginia Commonwealth Uni- 
versity) are all fully-funded, 
nationally ranked teams," 
Malerba said. "Even though 
we lost to them, we feel we 
could have won. We played 
two of them way back in 
February and we've come a 
long way since then." 
Malerba said she JSXp*< tl 
this last week of practice to be 
vary light "There is nothing 
new Ihev are going to learn if 
they don't already know it," 
she said. "We have to-maintain 
what we have and put the 
emphasis on the basics. We're 
ready to play." 
The CAA tournament begird 
on Friday in Richmond. 
LACROSSE 
Dukes survive late surge by Spiders 
Struggling Richmond team scores twice in last minute to threaten Dukes' lead 
BY DANIEL BOWMAN 
shift writer 
Staving off a laterally by the vis 
iting University of Richmond, the 
12th ranked Dukes lacrosse team 
preserved a 12 It) win on Friday. 
Senior Mindy Leher and jun- 
ior McNevin Molloy each scored 
three goals in the game. The win 
lifted JMU's record to 7-6 over- 
all, and 3-3 m the CAA, while 
Richmond dropped to 1-10 over- 
all, 1-4 in CAA play 
I he Dukes got off to a fast 
start, scoring the lirst five goalfl 
in the Bama 8 opening nine min- 
utes But alter a quick goal by 
Richmond at 20:52 and another 
goal by trcshman Gall IX'cker to 
make the score 6-1, Richmond 
went on a 4-0 run to cut the le.nl 
to " 3 JMU pushed its lead back 
up to three alter I eher i Mcond 
and   third   goals   and   Molloy's 
third goal period at 26;00. 
We came out stronger than 
WC have in a long tune, L'lehla 
Mid We dominated the first 15 
minutes ot the game, but then 
Richmond fought back, ,m<.\ we 
were able t>> tight back again, 
co.uh Jennifer Iflehla Mid, 
Mollov Mid ihe l«'lt the store ol 
the game should have been higher. 
"We were anxious to come 
out after three games and gel our 
confidence back," Molloy Mid 
"We tried to slow (the tempo) 
down and work the ball around, 
but the score definitely was not 
Indicative oi the game 
leher said. ' 1 his was an 
important game lor us to win 
I here were a lot ot great cuts and 
good opportunities, and it yoil 
don't shoot, you don't score." 
In the second hall, Richmond 
nearl) rallied from a late five 
goal deficit, but fell short at 12 
10. With 1426 remaining, junior 
Kristen   Dlnialo   scored   what 
appeared to be the nail-in-the- 
coffin goal just alter a 
Richmond score to push the 
lead to 12-7 
However, the Spiders went 
on to score the game's final 
three g-'-'ls, including two in 
the final minute of the game to 
pull within two. Richmond also 
had a goal called back for being 
in the crease at the 29:10 mark 
of the MCOnd half that could 
have potentially cut the deficit 
tO  ''lie 
Ulehla   said   she   was  con- 
cerned with her team a play In 
the second half. 
"At times we moved w.w 
and towards our game plan," she 
said. "We only scored a few goals 
in the second half. I'd like to sav it 
(Dinisio's goal) built spirits, but 
WC didn't play very well ' 
Molloy and Leher said they 
both agreed the team could have 
had a better second half. 
"There were [list mental lapSM 
on our part," Mollov said 
Leher said, "The times it was 
tough we made it tough on our- 
selves. We ie dissatisfied that we 
didn't blow them out " 
JMU out-shot the Spiders for 
the game 33-20. Senior goalkeeper 
Jennifer Corradini had six saves 
for the Dukes. 
The win over Richmond fol- 
lowed a 14-9 defeat to the 
University of North Carolina on 
April II. 
Five unanswered first hall 
goals by the Tar Heels led to the 
win for UNC. 
This weekend the Dukes com 
pete in the conference tournament 
in Richmond beginning on Friday 
with the potential championship 
game on Sunday 
I ll I PHOTOM 
Junior Kristen Dinlslo scored a pair of goals In JMU's 13 G win over Virginia Tech yesterday afternoon. 
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SPORTS 
Return or not to return: that is the question 
"Aflaiwislit whata lupenhttbtoomnkgtndarv When thejknnegoes 
mi. the superstar ™i/ bigont but Ike legend ttva an   ■ ^nonymout 
In IM*>H, Michael Jordan retired from the NBA after leading 
his Chicago Hulls to thoir sixth ii.ttioii.il title In ^.ime six, 
against the Utah laz/, he knocked down the clutch (umri-ht>t 
that sealed the series and his career Thai single image ol Jordan 
with his shooting hand raised as the ball hit the back ot the net 
has lell a lasting image on the history of the MIA and basket- 
ball. It was the last shot taken by a superstar who had long 
before become a legend 
Alter a three vcar absence from basketball, talks have suil.kr.l 
about the legend putting the number 23 jersey back on. After an 
executive ri*>r-ic vcar as part owner of the Wizards, lordan has 
made many off-the-court moves. Trading Juan Howard for 
Christian l.ittcncr, benching and eventually releasing Rod 
Strickland and practicing with the team have accounted for his 
executive decisions to date. Hut after high hopes of making the 
plavolts in the pre seas.111, Jordan finds his club in the NBA cellar 
with a record of 18-.S9. Who is he going to look to next? What else 
can he do to help his struggling team? 
Jordan orchestrated probably the best exit to the game in 19°8. 
I String the winning shot of the Bulls' second three-peat champi- 
onship — how can you top that? He's a hero around the world, 
and the onlv thing he has not accomplished yet is the presidency 
Michael Jordan in the White Mouse' Maybe I'm getting ahead of 
myself, but you see what I'm -.ivmj: He would put everything on 
the table if he decided to come back. Should he risk his legendary 
status for the Washington Wizards' What will happen if he faint? 
Maybe "the flame'  has gone out. 
"Vic oilils are tliat Iw's going to come back. I think /re's ginng to aVl hie 
whether'«'- going to be able to play at the level that is satisfying to him " 
Abe I'ollin, the Wizards owner 
Pollin'9 words were stunning, given the business relationship 
between him and Jordan. As the team's president of basketball 
Operatlrjna, |ordan is answerable only to Pollin. In a recent inter- 
view with The WmUngton Port, I'ollin also compared his Airness to 
the recent comeback venture of hockey legend Mario I cmieuv 
Lemicux, one of the owners of the Pittsburgh Penguins, returned 
to the ne in December alter retiring at the end of the 1997 season 
and led the Penguins to the plavolts I'ollin laid he thinks Ionian 
is going though a sell examination ol ->it- It would be beyond 
Pollin's ,\ ildeSt dreams lor lordan to give up his part of the team 
and onlei the starting line up  I Micve I'ollin |u-t has dollar -igns 
dancing in his head 
And then there is the controversy ot Sir Charles Barkley I hat's 
right, the II time All Star look time away from his TNT hall lime 
sports,,i.i to tender In-pre. ions thought* on a comeback. "I can't 
control what Michael docs 1 le's a grown man Michael ifl Michael 
and I harks is C harlcs, but I speak lor ( harla It might be tun to 
play for Michael I le'd just have to tit me under the cap II vou 
think Jordan's comeback talks have -pun oil this guy, you'd be 
mistaken I le s haM another pawn m the elaborate chess game that 
lordan i ontrola 
'He otens a part of the IV; tarrJi IK ocmi a purl <» (lie CapiUlt. There 
would lunr to be lots ofdbauekm between Michael ami me. Michael 
anil Alt- ami Mithacl ami Ihc league, ami none ofthat is happening. II this 
tins real. I think we would be further down that root. 
-Ted Lconsis, Washington Wizards  Capitals executive 
Of COUrSe we're dealing with professional sjx.rts here, and we 
lorc,oi io address the man>r concept of tins whole ordeal: money 
Jordan is president ot basketball operations, and he would have to 
give that up if he decided to return. 1 le currently lias a Hve \.'.u 
contract with the Wizards Hi- agent, David Faulk, recently told 
ton CII>IH; "He wouldn't play for the veteran minimum; 
he'd play for the Michael Jordan minimum And that would only 
come about it every team chipped in 52 million or S3 million 
hecaiise that's how much it would mean But money isn't Ihc 
issue'' like I'ollin, other people in this business also have the 
green on their minds 
But let's look at thepubrK relations aspei t ol Ionian's poten- 
tial ComebM k Sa) Ionian does play for the Wizards next year. 
Is he supposed lo play under Leonard Hamilton, a college 
coach? Phil Jackson has his own problems in I A and has no 
time for the-,, shenanigans — or docs he? "I think he's waiting 
io res AIKit l te fet I- like when he's out there.'' lackson said. "I 
think he will have a parachute in case he d.x'sn't want to do it." 
Sure Phil, we know what you re thinking. Why deal with the 
"next Jordan" when you can come back to the original? 
What's Jordan going to do w hen other squads double-team 
him? Toss it in to jahadi While in the low post? Maybe he can 
hit swingman Chris Whitney tor some buckets. One thing is 
sure: Jordan's presence on the Wizards will attract the premier 
talent from around the league. Of course C Webb and Vin san 
ity would love to play with his Airness, but let's dig a little 
deeper. Remember the original Dream Team? You know their 
names: Magic, Larry. Patrick, David, Charles, Stock, Scottic, 
Karl, Clyde, Mullin and Christian. What If, and this is a very 
what if, they all came back to play for Jordan's Wizards? 
Michael, Magic, Clyde and Larry could make their triumphant 
comebacks from retirement (and that Berkley guy too, I sup- 
pose) and let the veteran minimum take care ol the rest That's 
right, SI million each for Stockton. Robinson, Mullin and 
Living, all of whom become free agents this summer And what 
do you know, lattener just has to sit there in Washington and 
look pretty. The options are endless 
"The first lime I saiil never, I ended up coming back ... tA conuhuk i htl 
"of crossed mi/ mimt, but I will never ajy navr." 
-Michael Jordan 
The NBA needs Jordan. Many have turned awaj after his 
departure and that divine glow has left the game. Today, the NBA 
is absorbed with tattoos and Individual prima donnas Jordan has 
always been a team player, and at the lender age of W. can -till lead 
any bunch of saps (the Wizards) to greatness. When Jordan came 
hack lor his second run, he saw In- baseball career ^oing nowhere 
and he knew he could walk back onto a championship-caliber 
•quad. He then led his team to another three championships and 
left basketball fans with that unforgettable, leg- 
endary image. Is that whan the story should 
end? I'm not sure, but I can't take any chant SS 
I'm still going to buy those season tickets at the 
MCI Center next year 
Aaron Gray is junior SMAD major who plan> 
to liiv in a lent outsule tlie MCI Gorier tan 
nfTicr over lite summer until Washington 
rVbanb (arttn ttoVrrsgOOH sale for next year. 1 
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The SunCom Welcome Home" Plan 
300 anytime minutes for $30 
Welcome home to SunCom. Where you can always get a new, affordable digital phone. 
Where anytime you see SunCom and AT&T on the screen of your phone, every call is a local 
call. No roaming charges. No long distance charges. No restrictions on when you call. So 
give us a call or stop by your SunCom store and pick up a college faceplate. SunCom. It's 
Economics 101. 





or shop online at www.SunCom.com 
SunCom 
Member ol the AT&T Wireless Network 




SunCom •ulhorirtd dealers 
Marketplace Shoppes lacross from Vallay Mall nan Books A -Million) IKt last Market St, Sum B.. 
ShenandoahPiaia tecioss from Colonial Main 1408 Greenville Ave 
..www SunCom com 
staie houis: man In 9a 7p, sat lOa-ep, sun 12n 5p 
216 8U0 
255 8380 
HailttOnlim Choice Communicalions. Sverythmg Mobile: Manocall • StauUM Bobby Allison Wireless, Eveiything Mobile, Short Circuit Spectrum Communications • lYajniilgio Even/thing Mobile 
laajajfjBa Migeo Communications. The Source • ElkIM Status One Designs y t 
imladtirne oiler 125 act).«on lee and 12 mown servw agreement required Pre Welcome Home semce plan rates are aval** when usmg you, phone on it* SurCom AH! and (MM rvjfmts located retie connguous United SUMS 
and Hewninternational long distance calls ae not included nor ae calls inal reqmc a credo" card or tyjeratnr assistance to complete SunCom reserves ihe right to terminate your agreement it more nan 50% ot your on network mnutes ae 
not on the SunCom Network SunCom service available lor spcc.lied l* codes only Other restrictions an* See stores lor detail, 02001 Nokia. Inc Nokia and ine kAidel 5166 plows )le „,„,, iraJema" or registered nademaks ol Nokia LoiK".!' i.' I "1   ■ i". all  rjaaji 
SPORTS THURSDAY, APRIL I". 20011 THE BREEZE 125 
Cavs top Dukes 
Virginia 6, JMU 1 
Singles: 
The University of Virginia Cavaliers took five of six singles 
matches. Freshman Colin Malcolm was the only Duke to record a 
singles win, taking the match of sixth seeds 6-0, o-4 from UVa's Tim 
Snead. Junior Andrew Lux lost his number one seed match against 
UVa's Brian Valahy, 6-1. 6-0. Senior Luis Rosado suffered a 6-3, 7- 
5 defeat at the hands of Huntley Montgomery. In the third seed 
match-up, sophomore Mike Hendricksen was downed by Tommy 
Croker6-l,6 4 
Doubles: 
The JMU doubles team of Hendricksen and Malcolm recorded the 
only win on the afternoon for the Dukes in doubles competition. The 
duo took a S-6 decision. The Dukes team of Lux and freshman Troy 
Stone suffered a 8-3 loss, as did the third doubles team of Rosado and 
freshman Craig Anderson. 
Up Next: 
This weekend the Dukes take a 9-9 record into the Colonial 
Athletic Association Championships in Richmond. 
—from staff reports HI IBERT NATT//*.».. r,ln„r 
Junk* Andrew Lux lost Ms singles match against UVa's Brian Vahaly 6-1. rVO Monday afternoon. 
Utility Companies 
will be here Next Week! 
Don't miss your opportunity to 
meel up with them on Campus at 
the Warren Box Office! 
April 23-27, 9-4:30 p.m. 




Park at your door! 
Everything the others have at the 
best location to main campus! 
Spacious Townhouse* 
• Four !vu'r""H!.N 
• Two full kith. 
• Two living KXMM 
• I Kiting room 
• Heavy Imubtton 
• hill-'uc bedi 
• Fully tun usht I 
Fullv Equipped... 
• WCM tree refrigerator 
• kanaka 
• Range and Mioowavt 
• Diahwaahcf 
• W.ishcr iinj dryer 
• 5 rhniHr Cx Cable luxtk-up* 
• Work twice a week and 
get paid! 
• Call x6127 for more information, 
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SPORTS 
Can you DELIVER ? 
If so, work for The Breeze 
Deliver papers twice a week. 
Paid positions are available. 
Call x6127 for more information. 
, «E DELIVER 
'xtiitic 
FLORIS1 
L UMK Jeorftn n ilh I 
a>tnii, ibit In | M U 
*himn.CjrbVjnlVII 
Ji mapi cf«« cards accepted 
600 UNIVERSITY BlvD 
HARRISONBURG 
Nothing Says "CONGRATULATIONS" 
Like an Arrangement From Artistic Florist! 
l--N(ilNI-> TRANSMISSION •CI.UTCI I-UDDY-WORK'PAINT 
801-8070 
Hours: Mon.-Wed. 10am-8pm Thurs.-Sal. 9am-8pm 
In Town Center. Behind Valley Mall. Nexl to Sprinl 
Walk Ins Welcome 
. Gift Certificates available 
WE ACCEPT LOCAL CHECKS 
& ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 
A MERCHANT IVORY PRODUCTION 
A FILM BY JAMFS IVORY 
THE GOLDEN BOWL 
FROM THE NOVE1 BY HENRY JAMES 
«J&3...    JAMES      ANJEUCA        NICK JEREMY UMA 
BECKINSALE     FOX     HUSTON    NOLTE    NORTHAM    THURMAN 
FREE Sneak Preview! 
You are invited to a 
Special Screening of 
The Golden Bowl 
Sponsored by 
VISA 
rt'i Everywhere You Want To Be* 
Date: Saturday, April 22. 2001 
Time: 10:00 p.m. 
Location: Grafton-Stovall Theater 
""BUTT mem mn 
•qhlMM ivoil I-IKWICIKJ** . 
AUOUCAir nifstiiiAU 
, iwiuiuikorui M.MNT .   .. iviniKMf »"» cams io*v - — .MWVIV-H 
•in.i.i.1 J.MIJIO. vqtiiCAMiiioH M<»SOITI IIMM. <«*m*i MMMIUM conn LW'HUVUN 
-.      A»Otl* UMHIJ       -JOMS [>*VIOAUIr>      .   RM-HAILi IOMI1V ...      Urti fllMF *f*m 
•'     tlPmA»l»|K»BtftlA - ■    .r*H»ll HIWHAVT     .     . (AM**. IVOtl 
■- I'-ionv-irn. i»- r*t**ii «*• .-"JL 
Students may pick up passes at Grafton-Stovall 
Theater on the night of the show. 
Admission is free I Please arrive early I 
Seating is available on a first-come, first-served 
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FOR RENT 
Mora Space a Privacy New 3 Bf>. 
each with full private bath. 7 living 
areas, all new appliances. W/D. 
*ast<n closets. 3 levels, waiM to 
campus. Devon Lane Townhomcs. 
57*8413. 487*3776. 
lawaw taWiaas - May-Jury is. 
prhate room and bath m Sunchase 
•4* lor Megan. 442 5611 
Madison  Msrtor  Somw..  Sublet 
lBft available «•/ bath, turnished. 
AC. 5 nun   from campus. Available 
Mar-July. Call Kate. 432-6835 
s BR. 2 Bath - w/D. DW. garbage 
disposal, basement. 2 hitrnov 
S250/BR 867 9375 
Nsad a Mac* for Spring 20027 I'm 
sludymg abroad and leaving behind 
3 wonderful girl roommates. 
Contact Sarah Zuckerman. 
/uC*ersaaVnu eoV 410493-5408 
4 BR House 
DSl. Aug 2001. 1940/mo 65 W 
Fair view. 4330984 
1214 ForssthlH ■ 3 bedroom 
lownhouse just east of interstate 
Kitchen 4 laundry appliances 
Fireplace in dining room $810 
Mess* Miller   434-73R3 
1335 Devon Lane - 
3 bedroom, furnished. 
W/D, D/W. A/C. S700/mo. 
Liberty Street • 
2 blocks from I I 
3 bedroom lownhouse. 
3 levels, water Included. 
I.iiilc rooms. 
Very Nice 3 BR House 
Near EMU. 2 bath. W/l). 
D/W. 8275/person. 
ALL WALKING 
DISTANCE TO JMV 




Visit our websile: 
WWW.cfW.COm/ -rt'itt 
PHKASANT HI \ 
TOWXHOMES 
4 bedroom, 2.5 bath. 
1500 sq H. frontdoor 
parking, ethernet available, 
microwave, dishwasher. 
washer & dryer. 
deck or patio 
$250 no) furnished* 
1275 furnished* 
*p«r bedroom 
<roofim«a (HUBMOOS avMUfaU* 
801-0660 
YOU HAVE A CHOICE! 
1 Bedroom 
M.KIIMKI I. n.Mf 
Hunten Udjjje 
OlngBtjftad 







M.   I. .■ n  V ,,     ■ 
Duke Oartena 
Madam QanKni 
MJBdhMn I'n H •■ 
M.rli'.. ii Square 
\ lilvclsllv ll.ii v 
Starruiq niM/.'i 
4 Hedroum» 
Mountain Vfcw iirnjus 
Hunten Rtfft 
Mi H t n Mm ■ 
University Place 
i MrenMy t'uurt 
Couegfe 
FOB Mill 
(iniiiiiv Chita Conn 
5 Bedroom* 
Hunters llldgr IJIII 
Large Selection 
of Houses! 
Funklmuaet ft Aaaoclatra 
Property Management. Inc. 
tnJo+F\inkhniL%rrManagrmmt ram 
Furnished Townhouse ■ Madison 
Square. W/D. AC. 3 bedrooms. 2.5 
baths. $650. 434 1040 
Summer Sublease • Soulhview 
AptS . May-July. $285/mo. Private 
bath, waStin closet, rent negotiable. 
Call £nka asap at 438-2240 
House en N High 
including length of lease  rani and 
utilities. Call for 8 great deal. 
8679375 
■ arf Bjojnj 
private yard. 3 baths, no pets. 7 
people $275 each. B Martin 
70J931-4167 
2 BR Apt   bi House Downstairs * 
3 BR Apt Upstairs n.vhmg .md 
large yard. $270 each B. Martin. 
703-820-2757 
4-5 BR Furnish* Tow 
baths, w/0. DW. garbage orsposai. 
AC. new carpet, walking distance. 
basement $235. 867 9375 
REDUCED: 
^ Rvdii--in Tnvmltousr 
-ViiKu-l   I 5 Hal*, private dttk. 






2001 - 2(102 
ithernrl Available! 
I KKApt MWVmo 
IRKApt. S4MMM 
•  penoa 
»HH -\»i. 1510/sW 
or $17(VpcrMin 
4 KKApt. S720/BW 
orSletjn>8«DB 
Oatelaidi - 
Kline Rcalh Prnpctty 
Management 
The e>**l jp.mrrH   I    . 
Mivi-nf bv BhtaatS*! 
VUntati 
w w W.cfw. torn/-run 
Hwters Ridge • 2 huge BR. 1 oath. 
dec*, second floor. $300 5684509 
3 Large Bedroom. 1 Bath Duatei 
large iivmg. dming rooms, corner of 
Mason/Cantrell. 433-5967 
Musters Rldga • 4 BR condo. 
$230/Dedroom. Landlord pays 
electric, telephone and water bills. 
. Mj MM 
Neil Schosl Year • Double-wide 
trailer on horse farm 8 mi. out Port 
Rd. 2 BR. deck. A/C. $385/mo 
includes utiMies 234-9781 
Huaters Rlage Towwnous 
bedrooms available for Fall 2001 
and Spring 2002 semesters. Call 
collect 757 340-8993 for details 
Large Heuee, Wast Market • 
2 kitchens. 2 baths. 5 people, 
no pets $270 each. B Martin. 
703-9314167 
■ 36R. 2 5 baths. W/D. 
new vmyt. new carpet, -a* to JMU. 
pool. Available July 1. $750/mo. 
24&6700 
3 Bedroom House gOOu I MM M 
W/D. available 8/17/01 
$675/mo   433-1569 
3. 4. or t BR Unite Avail sale • 
Furnished or unlurnithed Rent 
starting at $150/bedroom Apple 
Real tstate. inc. 5404339576 
A.sNeOie OffCamaue Housing - "2 
and 3 story townhouses. 4-5 
bedroom house Some with free 
ethernet. For listings, floor plans 
and locations, contact University 
Realty. 4344444. unvrfty«|W.net. 
www unrvers*f>«ea/fy.comA'catJons. 
Large 2.S Story HouM~t7« rooms. 
hardwood floors. 3-4 BR. 2 bath, 
off-street parking. N. High St 
Available Aug 1, $875/mo 
4333395 
Taa Oraea Pafca AaaiUrnirU • new 
& newly renovated superior, large 
1 bedroom apartments close to 
campus available for summer and 
Fall 2001 school year, full see. eat- 
in kitchens and large living room 
High quality, eitensive new 
furnishings avertable Pti 4331744 
Ml.   Vis*   Drive   TH   •   5   BR. 
furnished, walking distance. 
$180/month, l year lease 
(8/01-8/021. W/0. 703450-5008. 
Longing  for   JMU   Graduation 
2 bedroom condo. sleep 6. 
available lor cneckin May 4. 2001. 
Minutes away from JMU. Call after 
6.30 p.m. weekday evenings or 
weekends 7575639194 
Hunter t.   Ride*   'ownhouie 
furnished, 2 BR units, kitchen. 
$260/bedroom   703737O103 
■lint HaW 1 m Aeaftewits 
eicetlent condition, stove, ref.. 
W/D. some with dishwashers. 
Available 8/17/01. $400425. 
NO pets. 4331569 
2 BR Tewnhoase • great conditnn. 
very close' W/D. 2001-2002. 
1525/mo . 4331569. 
FOR SALE 
Football   Table   -   like   new, 
$150/obo : 2 Swivel Bar Stools 
$30/each. 20' tv with remote 
$100/obo Call 438-2405 
Pleas far Sate • Console, eiceaent 
condition, tero down, assume 
low payments. See locally 
8004379757. 
IBM Heeee Civic U - $2400. 
432 7V41. leave message 
IBM Jeap Wtaradar • Sport, black. 
soft lop. 54D442 4849 after 4 p m. 
1992 Henaa Accord - Can Gwen. 8 
a m. 5 0 m . 568 6394 After 5 
pm. 801-8224 
Kegorater KH*. Iap»     I-r-■ -i   » 
making      Bluestone    Cellars. 
downtown. 432-6799 
Ragga* Boats Wear, Rock-n roil 
coiiectioies/memorobiiia. hemp 
accessories/iewelry. stamed glass 
art. conscientious I shir is/posters 
Batik tapestries, incencaa, oil, 
imported wood work Majestic 
imports • downtown 52 E. Market. 
4426728 
■ Case, Sheets, swknsults. 
Morel G.ft A Thrift. 227 N Main 
HELP WANTED 
Work Outside thta Summer In Nova 
Paint houses, work on tan, an 






si.ni .11 .UK. 45k ,,i : yean 
IMS. In*-. .1 BJoassdical 
•oAwgPI turn in SUvtl SpriBf. 
MDboflenafi free 1 atd 
pnigranmiin^ COUIM *,- gast 
liiiifK-nui^N fti have hiivd 
MM ol tlMSOaTJirJratswIu 
laVB Liken ihK COBISC < OafK 
KLm>h. IMVOI iiir deiaJta SM 
HHH.I\fS\\i;H.com 
or to apply call (nil ir.-i- 
8H8-680-5057. 
$1500 Weekly Potential 1 <> 1 ,\ 
our circulars Free information Call 
202 452 5901 
Fraternities. Sorerltles. Clubs. 
Student Groups - Earn $1000 
$2000 this semester with the easy 
Campusfundraiser com three hour 
fundraismg event No sales 
required. Fundraismg dates are 
filling Quickly, so call today' 
Contact Campusfundraiser com 
at 888 923 3238 or visit 
www. campusfundraiser com. 
toer • full time, this 
- $7 50 4333395 wi.tf Mart" 
Oreat Summer Jobs at 
Shenendoah River Outfitter*! 
Vt« arc hinng enrryrtK. tun ncopk 
-ii-p(ri<uml snnBBM 
hu*Jn*crt lull A pan lime 
ll).«k..<|*.^«M.Mh..W,k...   *....«•. 
»n: 
hap//ww «■**•*> 
TRAVEL OUT WEST! 
"-»11 ii" i'ii 1' 1 1 *o. 
SumiiHT Inlernship 
I-Kccllcni experience Average 
firu summer S7.000 Only vlcciing 
indencndcni A uurp UuJcnb. 
tor informal ion ..ill 442-WM. 
Part Time Babysltler Housekeeper 
Cask - Massanutten area, fltuMe 
hours. 4-8 p m. MI Sat. A Sur. 
open. $68- hr. plus gas money. 
c-perence preferred 438-9292 
OeHvery Person Heaead      for tor .11 
!irn«i»r store 1620l¥/wk. 4330909 
rt.. 
• 10 provide summer ohik) 
care for area families, primarily 
weekdays Nonsmoking a must 
Call ChiidCare Connection at 
4334531 
Summer Employment workers 
needed to assist in packing 
household goods and loading. uM 
loading trucks. Can Ware's Van & 
Storage in Manassas at 800-361 
7136 lor mcxe info Ask about Our 
scholarship program' 
Umguaras Oaefaten Sueervtsert 
*..'•■.-.,.- ' M-,.,.,        ' 
$7 25 Apply on4me or call 877 SEE- 
POOi iwvwjwiswferawwiseaiic.com 
WANTED 
4 3 Cubk Ft. Dorm Refrigerator 
need 2. cad 896-3170 
Roommate/Roommates - to sh.uc 
huge lownhouse for summer. GVad 
btudent preferred   Pet friendly. Can 
SERVICES 
Does Your House or Apt. Have Any 
Damace? Don't lose your deposd 
Call Odd Jobbers, we'll fu anything 
43S0123 
NOTICE 
K« mine inrinifUM 'n ajbrj 
 taaoa ie|!JrilintE the 
■ n-tiKing 
brasMsss oBBonuaWi 
lh>- Hciirr Hu\ine» llurrau. In 
1 m 533 SM 
Place Your ClaaairVd Arf 
In The Breeze?' 
( OBM toauroflkala 
Anthony SrrRrrHall 
82 50 tor Ihr flr.1 10 word?. 
83.00 fnr rarh arid I 10 word* 
5686127 
Special Veliveiyf 
The Breeze is looking for 2 people to deliver our award-winning 
newspaper every Monday & Thursday next school year. 
Think you can DELIVER? Call Julie at x6127 asap! 
These are paid positions! 
® TOYOTA 
CALL IT START UP MONEY. 
TOYOTAS/\COLLEGE GRADUATE 
FINANCE PLAN INCLUDES $500 
TO GET YOU GOING! 
I here's sure 10 be a loyola mat's jusi riffhl lor you. 
And now there's a Toyota College Graduate Finance Program 
that's just right, too. Here are some of the advantages: 
• No Down Payment 
• No Payment for 90 days 
• Finance up to 72 months 
• Gel $500 Cash Bach From Toyota... 
in addition lo any older currrnl Tovola customer inccnlnes! 
» #_i 
So if you're within 4 months of graduation — 
or if you graduated within the past 2 years — 
Ask your Toyota dealer for all the details. 
www.gettoyota.com 
Toyota College Graduate hnimr Program Available to u,ujlifiat appli- 
cants thru Toyota Financial Services Not all Jpi'lu am* v. ill qaaatj Some 
restriction* and limitjtionsapplv ( ash l«jik oiler tabtCCI lOHCarsalwl 
limiuiivnis and olfer expires (VUVOI   ^rr JCJIII lor details 






Pizza and Breadstixs 
♦   $6.99 
Sweet Deal 
•i!) 22AM 
Order our Cinnastix; 
Breadsticks baked in 
butter and coated with 
surgar and cinnamon! 
Free Sweet king! 
$2.99 
JMU/ S. Main St. 
433-2300 
Miller Circle/By Skatetown 
Port Rd/Valley Mall 
433-3111 
Behind Kroger's & Blockbuster 
Ask for your free dipping sauce! 
rarlic Butter - Ranch - Marinara Sauce 
Parmesan Peppercorn 
■■m       BMI ■■■ 
